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Enza Zaden is REALLY Green
And They are REALLY Busy!

Green

is the signature color of Enza Zaden, one of the largest seed
breeding companies in the world. Being one of the biggest means they
are also one of the busiest.

When Enza approached Ausonio to expand their facility in Salinas, they
made it very clear that they were really busy and needed to keep the
business fully opera�onal while the addi�on and renova�ons were
happening.

Ausonio made it happen. Tilt‐up construc�on is a piece of cake — at
least Ausonio makes it appear so. Keeping Enza up and running while
the addi�on is built? No problem! Moving staﬀ and equipment into the
new addi�on in order to remodel the exis�ng building? Easy! Complete the project on �me? Of course!

What would you like Ausonio to build for you?

Extraordinary People.
Exceptional Care.
Our Team – Committed to Your Health and Wellness.

svmh.com/careers
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“Thank You Firefighters” By Whitney Pridey
One of many signs created by the San Benancio
4-H to thank the brave men and women fighting
the Soberanes and other fires along the Central
Coast. © 2016 All rights reserved.
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For more than 35 years, the nation’s finest vineyards have relied on New Holland
Braud Grape Harvesters. That’s because New Holland’s top priority is preserving the
quality of each and every grape for top-quality wine. Now that’s New Holland SMART.

22 Loma Avenue

• Flexible SDC shaking system
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831-688-7577

• Proven NORIA basket system
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COASTAL GROWER Magazine is a publication of
articles concerning agriculture and its history.
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Articles, opinions, advice and points of view on
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NO T ES

Heroes

O

n July 22 this past summer I arrived home to see
a swirl of smoke looming over the mountains
southwest of my house towards Carmel Valley. The
darkness of it and the way it seeped into the horizon made
me shudder. A wildfire for sure, but they’ll catch it - they’ll
get it put out - so I thought.
Well, as I write this note that fire is still burning. It’s been
two months since an illegal campfire started the Soberanes.
It has blackened 126,323 acres, destroyed 68 structures
and threatens another. Someone told me it has become
the most expensive wildfire to fight in United States
history, costs rising north of $209 million. There are 2,110
personnel in the firefighting effort, made up of 36 crews
using 144 engines, 21 helicopters, 15 bulldozers and 15
water tenders. One person has lost their life trying to put
the fire out - trying to protect others.
These are glooming statistics for sure and I long for the
day when I don’t wake up and smell the smoke outside.
While the Soberanes Fire is tragic in proportion, it has
given me a front row seat to heroism.
Throughout July and August, many of the brave men and
women fighting this fire were at a base camp in a county
park near my house. Convoys of trucks would fill the roads
coming and going…trucks with names on them from
cities throughout California. Here I was driving to my nice
air conditioned office and there they were driving into an
inferno. My appreciation for heroes grew daily.
Then…one by one…the signs started popping up. ‘Thank
You’ signs and ‘God Bless You’ signs from Boy Scout Troops
and 4-H Chapters. Kids brought the firefighters cookies,
drinks and veggie snacks. The community rallied around

them and cheered them on…my heart would swell with
pride as I drove by these signs every day. Most of us were
just normal folks going about our day - we don’t fight fires but we cheered them on. We prayed for them….we tried to
do our part.
It was clear to all of us living up and down the Highway
68 corridor, just west of the Salinas Valley, these men and
women were heroes. There was no question in anyone’s
mind. It was a brief respite of consensus I could find in a
world that seems to have so little in it these days.
We are all experiencing one of the most divisive
Presidential elections in our nation’s history - this is my first
where I am somewhat active on social media and I will tell
you - I don’t like politics on social media one bit. People
seem to lose a certain sense of civility when they are behind
a keyboard. You scroll through your newsfeed looking at
pictures of family vacations and cute pets and then - bam! someone posts something or cuts and pastes something you
don’t agree with. We seem to be losing the ability to agree to
disagree...at least on “FB”.
We are all experiencing a nation that seems to be divided
by black and blue. None of us questioned the heroism of the
firefighters that drove by us each day on the way to protect
others - but some do question whether it is heroic to take
a knee versus standing during the playing of the national
anthem to fight for others.
Unfortunately, heroism isn’t always as black and white as
it was on Highway 68 this past summer. I wish it was - and I
wish it was November 8th.
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AMY WOLFE

BILL HASTIE

BRIAN P. DAWSON

Amy is the President and CEO of AgSafe, the
educational leader for the food and farming
industries in supporting their commitment to
a healthy and safe workforce and a sustainable
wholesome food supply. She currently sits
on the Board of Directors for the Association
of Fundraising Professionals and is actively
involved in Modesto Rotary Club and the
Girl Scouts Heart of Central California. Amy
received her Master of Public Policy and
Administration from CSU, Sacramento, Bachelor
of Science from Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo and
possesses her Certified Fundraising Executive
accreditation. She, her husband, a high school
ag teacher, their daughter and their Great Dane
live in Escalon, CA.

Bill is the founder of Hastie Financial Group
(HFG), a registered investment advisory firm
serving the Central Coast since 1985. HFG
provides comprehensive wealth management
services, including investment management
and retirement planning, and serves as a
fiduciary investment manager for 401(k)
retirement plans. Over the years, HFG has
received recognitions from Barron’s, 401(k)Wire
and LPL Financial as a top financial advisory
team. Bill earned a B.S. in economics from Cal
Poly, San Luis Obispo, an M.B.A. in financial
planning from Golden Gate University, San
Francisco, and holds an Accredited Investment
Fiduciary Analyst (AIFA ) designation.

Brian P. Dawson is the Founder and CEO of
HarvestPort, a shared economy platform for
seasonally used agriculture assets. Brian began
his career in agriculture by co-founding Palogix
USA, now the largest renter of harvesting
containers in the nation. Prior, Brian co-founded
PetroCal Inc., a technology company focused
on increasing production of mature oil and
gas fields. Brian is also the co-founder of
Fifth Season Ventures, an AgTech investment
fund, and Chairman of Full Cycle Bioplastics,
a company converting agricultural waste
into plastic. Brian is a graduate of Columbia
University.

BRIAN MILNE

BURTON ANDERSON

CELESTE SETTRINI

Brian is a former senior writer and editor
for McClatchy Newspapers. He currently
heads business development at Hortau’s U.S.
headquarters in San Luis Obispo, California.
Founded in 2002, Hortau is a global leader in
wireless, web-based irrigation management
system and has offices, irrigation consultants
and technicians throughout North America.
Learn more at Hortau.com or set up a free
irrigation consultation by contacting them at
(805) 545-5994 or media@hortau.com.

Burton is an author and historian whose
works include The Salinas Valley: A History of
America’s Salad Bowl, California Rodeo Salinas:
100 Years of History, and numerous other
articles and studies. A contributing member
of the Monterey County Historical Society,
Burton is a speaker on topics related to the
environment, culture and world agriculture.
Burton is a member of the board of governors
at the UC Berkeley College of Natural Resources
(formerly the College of Agriculture).

Celeste is a fourth generation cattle rancher and
a partner/owner in CS Connections, a boutique
graphic design and communications agency
whose clients are primarily in the agricultural
industry and rodeo. She has previously served
as State President of California Women for
Agriculture, Legislative Director for California
Cattlewomen, and been voted Woman of the
Year by Ag Against Hunger. Celeste travels
throughout the United States speaking to a
wide range of rural and consumer groups,
sharing the story of American agriculture and
advocating for ranchers.
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MICHAEL PRESTON

JESS BROWN

LARA GROSSMAN

Michael is a senior at the University of Colorado
Boulder studying Strategic Communications
and Public Relations. Originally from Monterey,
he attended Stevenson School in Pebble Beach,
where he was inspired to pursue writing
when he won the Steinbeck Young Writers
countywide contest. Before landing on public
relations, he studied journalism and wrote for
CU News Corps, an investigative news project
at CU Boulder, where he wrote an article
about the relationship between agriculture
and immigration in the Salinas Valley. After
graduation, Michael has aspirations to work
in the healthcare field or other non-profit
companies.

Jess Brown serves as executive director of the
Santa Clara County and Santa Cruz County
Farm Bureaus and the educational organization,
Agri-Culture. Jess’ community activities include
past-president of the Cultural Council of Santa
Cruz County, the Monterey Museum of Art,
Cabrillo College Foundation, Community
Foundation of Santa Cruz County, Santa Cruz
Area Chamber of Commerce and Goodwill
Industries for Santa Cruz, Monterey and San
Luis Obispo counties. Currently, Jess serves on
the board of directors of Leadership Santa Cruz
County and current chair of the Tannery Arts
Center. Jess has volunteered in Africa for five
years helping small scale farmers.

Lara has worked in the produce industry
since 1999, after moving to the Salinas Valley
in 1996. Originally from Phoenix, Arizona,
she has an undergraduate degree in Business
Administration from the University of Arizona
and an MBA from Golden Gate University.
Lara’s experience includes branding, logo
and packaging design, trade promotions and
product development. At Robinson Fresh, Lara’s
efforts are focused on the newly-relaunched
Tomorrow’s® Organics brand, customer
development, and innovation. When she has
free time, she enjoys reading, running, and
hiking.

LAURA NESS

LAUREN TOMASELLO

MAC MCDONALD

Laura Ness, “Her VineNess,” is a wine
journalist, critic and judge, whose passion
is writing about wines of character and the
characters who make them. She enjoys
spending time in vineyards and farm fields,
where the magic of food and wine begin.
Laura writes extensively for industry and
consumer publications, including Wine
Business Monthly and Vineyard and
Winery Management, as well as consumer
publications like Uncorked, Wine Country
This Week and Edible: Monterey. She also has
a weekly wine column in several newspapers
and writes regularly for Wine OhTV and
winefoodexplorer.com.

Lauren Tomasello grew up in Salinas and is
currently a senior at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo
majoring in Agricultural Communications and
minoring in Agribusiness. At school, Lauren is
involved in the “Agricultural Communicators
of Tomorrow” club and enjoys photography
in her free time. This past summer Lauren
worked at Tanimura & Antle as the social
media marketing intern. After graduation in the
spring, Lauren hopes to return to Salinas and
start her career within the produce industry.

Mac McDonald was a reporter, columnist and
editor of the GO! weekly entertainment and
dining section for the Monterey County Herald
for 22 years. He was also Managing Editor of
the Carmel Pine Cone for seven years. He is
currently a freelance writer and editor writing
about virtually every subject under the sun, from
music, art, food and sports to marketing and
public relations.
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MATT PRIDEY

MELODY YOUNG

MERYL RASMUSSEN

Matt Pridey is a Professional Golfer residing on
the Monterey Peninsula. He plays on several
professional tours, trying to make his way onto
the PGA Tour. Through the help of his generous
sponsors, Matt is able to play golf full time and
travel to tournaments. He is originally from
South Dakota, and played collegiate golf in both
South Dakota and Arizona. He turned pro in
2011 and eventually moved west to the home of
his wife, Whitney. He has had many successes
at the professional level and looks forward to
many more!

Melody, a lifestyle consultant and owner of
MY DESIGNS, provides custom-tailored
home, personal and professional services to
meet each client’s unique needs. With many
years’ experience as a designer and organizer,
Melody acts as the liaison between her clients’
real world and their perfect world. Services
include home design, organization and event
planning, as well as custom gifts and accessories
and concierge services. She is a member of the
National Association of Professional Organizers
and donates time to various charities in
Monterey County.

Meryl DeYoung-Rasmussen is a workplace
consultant at Peninsula Business Interiors, a
diversified, full service office, educational and
healthcare furniture dealership. Meryl recently
returned to Monterey County after developing
business for a similar company in Los Angeles.
As a workplace consultant for PBI, Meryl offers
research driven solutions that support the
way your workforce does business. With the
constant changes of today’s marketplace, Meryl
understands that space matters more than
ever, and needs to work harder. Meryl, a Notre
Dame High School alum, holds a BBA from the
University of San Diego and is a part of The
Santa Lucia Rotary Club, IMPOWER, and the
Salinas Valley Half Marathon.

PATRICK TREGENZA

NATE DORSEY

STEPHANIE BOUQUET

Patrick operates a thriving commercial
photography studio in downtown Monterey.
Celebrating his 25th year in business, Patrick
is proud that his list of clients and interesting
projects continue to grow. Targeting the
agriculture industry as being one of the most
dynamic areas of local commerce, Patrick
carved out a niche and is recognized as a leader
in photographing food and produce. Most
recently, he has expanded his repertoire to apply
his lighting and compositional skills to live
action video so he can accommodate the ever
increasing demand for compelling web content.

Nate Dorsey is an Agronomist / Product
Specialist Supervisor for RDO Equipment Co.
and based in Moorhead, MN. He focuses on
precision agriculture technology and supervising
a team of product specialists in the company’s
Midwest Ag division. He also produces the RDO
Equipment Co. Agriculture Technology Podcast.
Contact him at ndorsey@rdoequipment.com or
on Twitter @RDONateDorsey.

Stephanie is a registered dietitian and owner
of SB Nutrition Consulting. She holds a BS
in nutritional science from Cal Poly, San
Luis Obispo and an MS in dietetics with a
dietetic internship from Cal State University,
Northridge. Since 1993, Stephanie has practiced
in the field of nutrition with specialized board
certifications in weight management, diabetes
and sports nutrition. She offers individualized
nutrition consultations, group style classes,
athletic team presentations and wellness
coaching services. As a native of Salinas,
Stephanie returned to the area to raise her
own family. For more information visit
www.sbnutrition.net.
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CINDY HATTERSLEY
Cindy specializes in residential interior design
and approaches each job as a partnership
between herself and the client. She considers
it her job to interpret her clients’ personal style,
while introducing them to potential ideas and
inspiration. Their home should feel cohesive,
have respect for it’s original character, and
reflect the clients’ interests and passions. Cindy
believes in a collected layered look that looks as
if it were developed over time. She prefers an
uncomplicated look featuring natural materials,
surfaces, and fabrics. She will source from flea
markets, antique shops and small boutiques
in addition to fabrics and furniture from the
Design Center.

100 YEARS

STEVE MCSHANE
Steve McShane is Owner & General Manager
of McShane’s Nursery & Landscape Supply in
Salinas, California. He has a B.S. in Soil Science
from Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo and an M.B.A.
from Santa Clara. He serves on the Salinas City
Council. When not working, he loves hiking,
traveling to far reaches of the planet
and experimenting with exotic fruits. He can
be reached at steve@mcshanesnursery.com.

AND COUNTING

We’ve been here since 1916.
Here’s looking forward to our
next century of shared success.

Call 831.424.1756 today
or visit AgLoan.com

A part of the Farm Credit System. Equal Opportunity Lender.

Coastal Grower values the contributions of all our
writers. Contributors wishing to be recognized are
listed here. In some cases contributors prefer to remain
unrecognized with a bio and photo, or prefer complete
anonymity. In those instances articles are published
with no recognition or attribution.
AAC_CoastalGrower_100yrs_berries_4.75x9.5_4c.indd 1
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LO C A L
development and planning.

CATALYST
Property owners look to shape the makeup
of downtown Salinas, to positively affect the
business climate, and increase foot traffic,
engagement, and entertainment. They
support development of new residential
units, professional businesses, thriving retail,
restaurants, cafes, and services. The district
should be a welcome and exciting place for
young professionals, and a magnet for new
businesses and jobs.
The lead example of this is the new Taylor
Farms building near the Steinbeck Center.
The building is a stunning example of modern
classicism, which fits the streetscape. It
houses a number of businesses and retail
establishments, including Taylor Farms Sales
and Marketing, the Western Growers Center

Salinas City Center
is Open For Business

for Innovation and Technology, and the
Ag-Tech Incubator. This new building and the
economic might that it brings to City Center
was the brainchild of Bruce Taylor, CEO of
Taylor Farms.
This modern, urban environment will

BY MERYL RASMUSSEN

be achieved through a series of measures
including beautification, safety, attracting
“The Taylor Farms team really enjoys our

committees working hard to implement the

quality developers, and development of

new home in the heart of Salinas City

vision for a vibrant downtown.

a strong district identity and marketing

Center. There is a great downtown vibe,

Following the template of the successful

campaign. While these improvements have

and excellent dining and entertainment

Little Italy revitalization in San Diego, there

been dreamed of in the past, the recently

are only steps away,”

are two distinct areas of investment, funded

passed property owners’ assessment allows

- Bruce Taylor, CEO of Taylor Farms.

with property owner assessments within

the SCCIA adequate funding to fulfill the

T

the district. They are Sidewalk Operations,

promise of downtown.

he heart of downtown Salinas, once

Beautification, and Order (SOBO) and District

affectionately referred to as Oldtown,

Identity and Streetscape Improvements (DISI).

DISTRICT IDENTITY

has undergone a transformation.

Each area has a full volunteer committee to

“The District Identity Committee is working

Now known as Salinas City Center, this

develop its programs. A third committee,

closely with property owners, merchants and

rebranding effort is a culmination of work

Land Use, works to ensure City, County,

residents to ensure buy-in of our vision for a

begun by property owners in the summer of

and Public Agency cooperation for new

revitalized and modern downtown Salinas.

2014. In 2015, the property owners voted to
form an improvement district and assess their
properties. Early in 2016, the property owners
formed a new non-profit corporation called
Salinas City Center Improvement Association
(SCCIA). SCCIA is now up and running, with
a district manager and a full slate of volunteer

10
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IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION BOARD
Catherine Kobrinsky Evans
Frank Saunders
Margaret D'Arrigo Martin

Brian Finegan
Gaylon Haney
Greg Piini

Jeff LaTourette
Fred DeYoung
Peter Kasavan

We are confident that Salinas City Center

vacant lots. The residential population has

will become the standard for the area and

increased, shops and storefronts are full, and

efforts in the works, Salinas City Center is well

a great attraction to the Monterey County

business has boomed. The neighborhood is a

on its way to making a positive impact on the

community,” -District Identity Committee

community center for festivals, and a gathering

Central Coast.

co-Chair, Margaret D’Arrigo Martin.

place for locals and visitors alike. They have

This committee will work to create a strong

established plazas and parks throughout the

sense of identity for the district, through

district, understanding that public space is

public and media relations, social media, and

essential to the sense of neighborhood.

website development, along with upgrades

The program developed so successfully

to public spaces with new art, signs, banners,

in Little Italy has been implemented in 70

and seasonal decorations.

cities and towns across America by New City
America.

With security, identity, and beautification

“Most of my fellow property owners in
the district are boots-on-the-ground true
believers. The creation of the SCCIA brings
power to that vision, and adequate financial
wherewithal to create an environment
fertile for vibrancy and growth. We see a
safe and clean City Center with thriving
tenants, improved storefronts, upstairs
residential, and real amenities like grocery

MOVING FORWARD
Salinas City Center has already developed
a presence and following on Facebook. The
Facebook page has an “I Am Salinas City
Center” campaign, which features business
owners, employees, residents, and visitors to
the district. A compilation of these images

stores. We see City Center as a place for
business and families and our community
to gather,”
-Catherine Kobrinsky Evans, a property
owner and one of the leaders in
establishing the SCCIA.

can be seen in the album section on the City

To learn more about Salinas City Center,

Center’s Facebook page.

please call 831-905-1422 or email info@
salinascitycenter.com. CG

UNVEILING THE NEW LOGO
The new logo is the centerpiece of the
branding effort, and will be utilized in a
number of unique ways to highlight the
many exciting offerings that lie within Salinas
City Center’s boundaries. A color key was
established to easily identify the type of
businesses, and organizations within Salinas
City Center, with each grouping having a
unique version of the Salinas City Center logo.

THE LITTLE ITALY STORY
The section of San Diego, now known
as Little Italy, was once a thriving Italian
fishing industry enclave. In the 1960s the
tuna industry faded and a third of the
neighborhood was demolished to make way
for construction of Interstate 5. This set off a
30-year period of decline. In 1996, the property
owners established a self-funded community
benefit district, and embarked on a mission
to revitalize Little Italy. Today, office buildings,
condominiums and apartments fill formerly

Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
A Tradition of Excellence Since 1928
Agriculture Law
Business & Taxation
Construction
Creditor’s Rights
Estate Planning
Labor & Employment
Litigation
Personal Injury
Public Agencies
Real Estate & Land Use

333 Salinas Street
Salinas, CA 93901
831.424.1414
470 Camino El Estero
Monterey, CA 93940
831.373.3622
104 S. Vanderhurst
King City, CA 93930
831.386.1080

nheh.com
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YO U TH

“Rookie of the Year” Leading
Salinas High School FFA
Chapter to Historic Heights
BY L ARA GROSSMAN

S

alinas High School has long been
renowned for many things: a diverse
student body, a plug-and-play
curriculum suited to both college-bound and
vocational aspirations, and of course, a heritage
of strong, relevant agriculture education, led
by the school’s Future Farmers of America
(FFA) chapter. The Salinas Valley is a virtual
incubator for industry achievers who are
frequently recognized for their leadership and
accomplishments. Following in their path,
Salinas High School’s agricultural students
are no different. Led by “Rookie Teacher of the
Year” agriculture teacher Rachel Martinez, the
Salinas High School FFA is very busy blazing
new trails.
Born and raised in Salinas, Rachel attended
Salinas and Everett Alvarez High Schools.
Her childhood admiration for agriculture was
evident to her parents, who encouraged Rachel

12
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to focus on the sciences. As a result, Rachel’s
freshman year at Salinas High School was
marked by a strong placing at the Monterey
County Science Fair, and then winning the
Monterey County Agriculture Award. Her
project included development of a disease scale
for Verticillium wilt, a disease which plagues
both iceberg and spinach production, and first
appeared in local lettuce fields in 1995. Rachel’s
success with this project advanced her to the
state science fair, where she was first exposed to
the large scale and impact of agriculture within
California.
Traveling to San Luis Obispo and then
Fresno for college, Rachel studied both preveterinary science and agricultural education.
A sorority sister influenced her to shift towards
a career in teaching, and upon graduation,
Rachel earned a Bachelor of Science degree
in Agriculture Education with a concentration

in Animal Science. With her sights set on
returning to her hometown and becoming a
teacher at Salinas High School, Rachel was
hired for the 2015-2016 school year. “I came
into the program knowing I needed to help
expand the program with the addition of a
CDE (Career Development Event) team,” said
Rachel.
The CDE program adds significant value
to Salinas High FFA students. Geared
towards developing the student towards
career opportunities, the FFA defines Career
Development Events as “competitions that
stimulate instruction in emerging areas that
reflect both current and future community,
national and global work force needs”. A
CDE successfully exposes participants to the
academic as well as practical skills needed
within many aspects of agriculture, including
Agricultural Technology, Environmental
Resources, Extemporaneous Public Speaking,
Food Science, Milk Quality & Products, and
Veterinary Science (source: ffa.org/participate/

“I came into the program knowing
I needed to help expand the
program with the addition of
a CDE (Career Development
Event) team.”
cdes). With Rachel as mentor, the Veterinary
Science CDE team was launched in November
2015 with a recruitment of four students. Reba
Hayward, Peyton Jeffries, Ana Padilla and
Liz Whalen unfailingly met twice a week to
review the requirements for the competition.
Breed and Parasite Identification, Equipment
Identification, a general knowledge test, and
practicum situations are covered within the
Veterinary CDE contest, and each of these
sections has unique testing rigors. An example
of the practicum situation would be restraining
a dog for an injection, while explaining the
procedure to an evaluation judge. The general
knowledge portion is an examination covering
a broad array of veterinary topics, requiring
in-depth study. Luckily for the FFA team, local
hands-on instruction was not hard to find.

Veterinary practices were supportive of the
inaugural team, and provided many hours of
instruction. Dr. Lindsey Rockwood and Dr.
Brynie Kaplan-Dau of Toro Park Veterinary
Hospital instructed the girls on veterinary
medical equipment and scenarios, and, Dr.
Alex Eastman of Steinbeck Equine allowed the
team access to observe breeding mares while
at the hospital. “Working with the Salinas High
FFA vet team was something I was happy to
do. Getting students exposed to any of the
sciences is always a good thing, but particularly
in our area, which is so focused on the crop
sciences, veterinary science could use perhaps
a bit more exposure,” said Dr. Alex Eastman.

we had a lot of fun throughout the practice, so
maybe it didn’t seem like such a chore,” said
Rachel. Their focus paid off, and each member
of the team excelled in all areas of the contest
throughout the entire competitive season. To
the surprise of many, the “rookie” team led by
the “rookie” teacher placed 6th in the state,
earning the California State FFA Silver Emblem.
Rachel commented, “We missed 5th place by
a measly four points this past year, so we’re

determined to place in the top five, next season.
I want us to earn the Gold Emblem in 2017!”
CDE team member Peyton Jeffries felt
that this was a very valuable portion of her
sophomore year, because,” ultimately, I want
to be accepted by and attend a vet school and
become a veterinarian, once I graduate from
high school and college.” Knowing the ropes
beforehand through the FFA program will
certainly help. CG

“Getting students exposed to
any of the sciences is always a
good thing, but particularly in our
area, which is so focused on the
crop sciences, veterinary science
could use perhaps a bit more
exposure.”
“As an undergraduate, graduate, and ultimately
Ph.D candidate, veterinary science studies are
rigorous. The clinical work involved in those
studies is mentally and physically challenging.
Bringing a high school FFA vet team in for
some of our equine exams was, I hope, a
productive way for these students to see the
realities of a demanding but at the same time
extremely satisfying career and lifestyle.”
The Veterinary CDE is one of the most
notoriously competitive contests offered by the
FFA, and California typically has well-prepared
teams led by seasoned and experienced
coaches. Knowing this, Rachel was clear
about expectations for her team. “I’m a very
competitive person, and that probably rubbed
off on the team!”, according to the first-year
teacher. With the odds against them, the team
practiced and studied diligently for months
preceding the CDE. “The girls really made the
commitment to this team. It didn’t hurt that
Clockwise from top left: 2015-2016 Salinas Vet
Team at State Finals. Ana Padilla at Steinbeck
Equine. Vet Team at Toro Park Animal Hospital.
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E D UC AT I O N

Summer Health Institute
BY MICHAEL PRESTON

A

gricultural and healthcare have deep
roots and a strong bond in the Salinas
Valley. More than six decades ago,
agriculture and business leaders spearheaded
an effort to bring advanced medical care to the
region and raised the money to build Salinas
Valley Memorial Hospital. Today’s agricultural
leaders will be pleased to know Salinas
Valley Memorial is inspiring the next crop of
healthcare professionals. It’s called Summer
Health Institute.
The Summer Health Institute (SHI) program
at Salinas Valley Memorial Healthcare System
(SVMHS) hosts about 20 students every year.
This year, 18 students from across Monterey
County got a glimpse at what their future
could look like if they pursue their passion and
interest in the medical and heathcare fields.
The program is now in its 13th year of
operation and offers students a backstage pass
to hospital operations, mentors, and training
in various medical fields. Applicants to the
program undergo a rigorous selection process,
and represent various high schools throughout
the county, including Alisal, Carmel, North
Salinas, Notre Dame, Salinas and Seaside.
“Every year, our organization helps inspire
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the next generation of healthcare professionals
with hands-on learning and experiences in the
medical profession,” said Shannon Graham,
program coordinator for SHI. “We hope the
students who participate in Summer Health
Institute will pursue a career in medicine and
come back and serve their community.”
The five-week program has a packed
schedule of classroom instruction, mentoring
and hands-on learning. The course outline
includes instruction at Hartnell College, a trip
to Stanford Medical Hospital & Clinics in Palo
Alto, a community advocacy project and the
development of a case study presented to a
medical panel.
“I was thankful to be accepted to this
program, especially because not many hospitals
have something like this,” said Hany Muhrram,
a senior at North Salinas High School. “It’s not
like a classroom where people just talk at you –
you get to do hands-on activities that help you
learn better.”
Muhrram worked with his mentor Dr.
Robert Block to create a case study on the
respiratory system. He said that he was given
a mock patient and was presented with a
certain medical scenario in which he had to

give a diagnosis and properly administer
the appropriate care plan – all in front of a
professional medical panel.
Muhrram’s case study coincided with a
community advocacy project, in which he and
a group of teammates gave an anti-smoking
presentation at Cesar Chavez Public Library
in Salinas. The group handed out brochures
and gifts to encourage their audience to quit
smoking if it was a habit, or better yet, never
start. The material included the devastating and
often deadly risk of nicotine addiction.
Muhrram says he would like to attend
Stanford, UCLA or Berkeley to study medicine,
nursing or another related field. He said touring
Salinas Valley Memorial and the Summer
Health Institute program reinforced his desire
to pursue a career in healthcare.

“Students who grow up in our
area are really committed to
the health and wellness of the
community because they are
taking care of people they know.”
“We toured the emergency room, the
operating room, and the pediatric department,”
Muhrram said. “The nurses in pediatric all had
perfect communication; they were completely
in sync. You could really tell that they had
strong relationships with each other to make
sure they were on the same page in delivering
excellent patient care.”
“We consider this a college-level course,”
said Graham. “Students are seeing that what

they’re learning in school matters in the real
world. We love it when years later, a Summer
Health Institute student is employed in the field
and serving our community.”
Mariah O’Grady, a recent graduate from
Notre Dame High School, plans to do exactly
that after she completes her studies at the
University of San Francisco. She wants to
come back to Monterey County and serve the
undeserved communities.

“We love it when years later, a
Summer Health Institute student
is employed in the field and
serving our community.”
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“If you can grow your own, the community
will be better served,” said Karina Rusk,
Marketing and Public Relations Director for
Salinas Valley Memorial Healthcare System.
“Students who grow up in our area are really
committed to the health and wellness of the
community because they are taking care of
people they know – their families, neighbors
and friends.”
The Association of American Medical
Colleges reports the United States is expected
to have a shortage of up to 90,000 doctors
and specialists by the year 2025. There are
many reasons for that anticipated professional
drought, such as the expenses of higher
education and the many years of study required
to become a physician. SVMHS aims to help
this crisis by guiding some of the brightest
and most passionate young members of the
community.
“Summer Health has taught me a lot,” said
Muhrram. “I had a love for medicine before
I came here, but I’ve learned so much about
nursing and the medical field that I had no
idea about. It’s helped me find out what I really
want to do.”
It turns out the Summer Health Institute
program has a lot in common with agricultural.
Just as farmers in the Salinas Valley have known
for years, harvesting an abundant crop starts
with planting a small seed. CG
Clockwise from top left: Students in a Mock
Surgery. Students in Cardiac Wellness Center.
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Farmers Union Pour House

table with newsprint art created by Lauren.
The bar is constructed of redwood, bathed in
concrete slurry, to mimic old wood. The bar
counter is raw steel. Shelves on the brick wall
are constructed of beams salvaged from the
original interior. The repurposed iron console
table was a rescued balconette. Above it
hangs one of the clock faces, which graced the
original building and was generously loaned
by the Monterey County Historical Society. A
bottle wall, engineered by Colin, houses empty
wine and beer bottles recycled as art. The tolix
bar stools, chairs and industrial stools all pay
homage to the building’s provenance. At the
front of the room, two comfortable banquettes
with indoor-outdoor grain sack fabric are
anchored by sawbuck tables made of reclaimed
wood. The chandeliers over the tables are
fashioned from old beams from a Pennsylvania
barn. The entry chandelier is constructed of old
barrel staves. Pictures of the original building
and Main Street anchor the entrance. The lovely
abstracts in the back hall were created by twoyear-old aspiring artist, William Huber.

BY CINDY HAT TERSLEY

F

armers Union Pour House recently
opened Salinas, CA. Proprietors Colin
and Lauren Hattersley, both UC
Davis graduates, have worked to create a fun
atmosphere, while preserving the history of
the space. Colin grew up in Salinas, while
Lauren moved here after graduating to work
for Taylor Farms. Inspired by the revitalization
of downtown Salinas, and a longtime interest
in craft beer and wine, they began the hunt for
a location. When the space became available,
they jumped at the opportunity. The building
was built in 1869, a few doors down from a
farmers general store called Farmers Union.
Lauren researched the history of the building
with the Monterey County Historical Society
and decided to use the name.
When Colin and Lauren asked me to help
them design Farmers Union, I was delighted.
I am a firm believer in preserving the integrity
of a space when considering its design.
The conversion of old buildings into hip
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renovations, though now commonplace, is close
to my heart. We wanted to honor it’s original
function while creating an experience, not just
a place to grab a drink. The original brick walls
and wood floors were the foundation for the
“industrial chic” concept.

We wanted to honor it’s original
function while creating an
experience, not just a place to
grab a drink.
Iron, steel, reclaimed wood, aged textures
and patina were merged with repurposed
artifacts to convert the old building into a
destination worthy of its heritage. Some of
these treasures were foraged from the original
building. The color green was chosen to honor
the valley’s agricultural history.
The bar tables are made of reclaimed
wood and iron pipe. Old doors anchor each

Interior Design
Cindy Hattersley
Architect
Luis Vargas Instudio Architecture
Contractor
Matt Gourley, Gourley Construction
Bar Stools & Chairs
Design Lab MN
Bar Counter
Ty Brooks, Sunset Custom
Clock Face & Old Salinas Photos
Monterey County Historical Society
Tables, Bottle Wall, Bar, Accent Walls,
Chandeliers
Colin Hattersley
Banquette
Ace Upholstery
Flooring
John Selzer, Selzer Flooring

Colin and Lauren’s goal is to create a warm,
friendly environment where people can gather,
and enjoy a rotating menu of craft beers and
wine. Farmers Union Pour House is open
2pm-10pm Sunday through Thursday and
2pm-12am on Friday and Saturday. CG

I am a firm believer in preserving
the integrity of a space when
considering its design.
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I N I T I AT I VE S

Slow Flowers Movement
BY MAC MCDONALD

R

enowned Bonny Doon floral designer
Teresa Sabankaya is committed to
using locally grown flowers in her
designs and in her flower business, but she
often feels conflicted when shopping at flower
markets.
“You see all these amazing flowers from
South America at flower markets and it’s
tempting to buy them,” says Sabankaya,
founder and owner since 1999 of The Bonny
Doon Garden Company and loyal member of
the Slow Flowers movement. ”It’s challenging,
but I’m always going to stick to my guns. It’s
my responsibility and my business practice
to commit to using only local and Americangrown flowers.”
Sabankaya is part of a burgeoning
movement, of which Slow Flowers is one, to
support American growers and to encourage
the growth of American flower farms, which
had drastically declined since the early 1990s.
In 1991, domestically grown flowers had
almost 65 percent of the national flower
market. Since then, 80 percent of the flowers
you buy at most supermarkets and flower
markets are from overseas, mostly from
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Columbia, but also Ecuador, Africa and China.
Before 1991, California produced 75 percent
of the nation’s cut flowers and had more than
500 flower farms. Those figures dropped to 20
percent and 200 flower farms after 1991.
It was in 1991 that the U.S. passed the
Andean Trade Preference Act, which was
intended to stem the illegal drug trade in South
America by encouraging farmers to grow flowers
and other produce instead of coca for cocaine.
The act eliminated tariffs on a number of
products from Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador,
and Peru, but also allowed South American
countries, particularly Colombia, to flood the
U.S. market with cheap, duty-free cut flowers,
which had a devastating effect on the U.S. cut
flower market, especially in California.
But in the last few years, the cut flower
industry has been on the rebound thanks to
efforts by such groups as the Slow Flowers
and Field to Vase movements, the Certified
American Grown labeling and education
and awareness efforts by organizations,
commissions and associations.
Sabankaya, for one, is encouraged by the
recent trends in the American cut flower

industry and the rebirth of American flower
farms. For her, it’s all about educating the
public about what’s going on with cut flowers.
A recent California Cut Flower Commission
survey found that 74 percent of consumers had
no idea where their flowers came from, but that
more than half said they would prefer to buy
locally sourced flowers.
“To me it’s all about mindfulness, for the
consumer to be aware of what’s happening
to local farms and farmers,” she says. “It’s
not too late to turn it around, but it’s all
about consumer awareness. There’s a lot of
good energy in it, but we need to keep the
movement going.”
Among the issues flower consumers
need to be aware of is the various practices
of overseas flower growers and distributors.
Many countries are not as strict as the U.S. in
their use of dangerous pesticides, for example.
Colombia’s low worker wages and lax safety
rules allow them to compete unfairly with
American growers. Not to mention the lower
taxes and tariffs allowed by trade agreements
between the U.S. and flower-exporting
countries.
Then there’s the issue of carbon footprint,
which is much greater for flowers that have
to be shipped thousands of miles from their
country of origin to the U.S. The environmental
impact is much less from flowers grown and
shipped from local growers, many of them
from farms within a 50-mile radius (a standard

espoused by the Slow Flowers movement)
of the consumer.
Founded by Debra Prinzing, author of
Slow Flowers: Four Seasons of Locally Grown
Bouquets from the Garden, Meadow and
Farm and The 50 Mile Bouquet: Seasonal,
Local and Sustainable Flowers, Slow Flowers
is a movement to help people find the best
U.S. floral designers who are committed to
sourcing from American flower farms. The
website slowflowers.com is an online directory
to help people find floral professionals who are
committed to using American-grown flowers.
“It’s like the slow food movement; it’s all
about wanting to support the local economy
that we are a part of,” says Sabankaya, who is
conducting a hands-on workshop with Prinzing
in August as part of the movement. “I am sure
this is making an impact. We’re already seeing
new farmers, new growers. My commitment is
to buying local and American-grown flowers.
With the right tools and education, others can
do the same. That’s why I’m involved with the
Slow Flowers movement.”
Sabankaya also believes the movement can
spur the return of more flower farms in the
Salinas Valley.
“The Salinas Valley and Central Coast were
one of the hardest hit (after the 1991 trade act),”
she says. “We had hundreds of flower farmers
here, but after the trade act, one by one, all
these flower farmers had to close their doors.
We can do it. We can reclaim the farmland. I, for
one, would love to see these people get back in
business.”
The various locally grown and sourced
movements and actions, such as Certified
American Grown labeling, are already having
an impact.
A 2014, U.S. Department of Agriculture
report found that floriculture was among the
most profitable crops for farms with ten acres or
fewer. And, according to the USDA, the number
of farms with sales from cut flowers in the
country increased almost 20 percent between
2007 and 2012. CG

“Life is what happens while you’re busy
making other plans.”
— John Lennon

)RUFRQāGHQFHLQ\RXUIXWXUH
Clockwise from top left: Teresa teaching a
student about flower arrangement. Teresa
showing off some cut flowers she grew.
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GI VI N G B AC K
to the Freestyle Bullfights where young men
test their skills in cowboy protection. Salinas
had six bullfighters this year from all corners
of the USA and they were all available to
Nathan on this special afternoon. Autographs,
photographs and lively conversation were on
the agenda for Nathan that Sunday afternoon.
At the end of the day he is noted as saying,
“This was one of the best days of my life”.
The process for a Ropin Dreams wish is
fairly simple. A young person is granted a
wish whether it might be meeting a country
music star, a rodeo athlete and even a rodeo
bullfighter. Anyone can refer a child to the
program. The program requires minimum
requirements to apply. Children must be
between four and 18 years of age, have a
keen interest in agriculture or rodeo, have
not had a previous dream granted and be
medically eligible.
Ropin Dreams is funded 100 percent
through generous sponsors and donations.
A major fundraiser is held each year, the
Celebrity Cowboy Golf Tournament, where

Ropin Dreams
BY CELESTE SET TRINI

R

opin Dreams, a 501c3 shares a passion
for making dreams of special children
come true. Started in 2002, Ropin
Dreams has been organizing and hosting
dreams for young people across America.
An all-volunteer organization, members of
the Ropin Dreams family donate 100 percent
of their time. These volunteers are committed
to fulfilling dreams of those young people
who are faced daily with the adversity of
physical challenges due to critical injury or
serious illness.
This past year I personally had the unique
and fulfilling opportunity of assisting to make
a wish come true for a young man from Red
Bluff, California. Nathan, a young, vibrant
little cowboy loves rodeo bullfighters. His
hope was one day meeting some, and so,
with the help of Ropin Dreams, his wish was
granted. Through my work with professional
bullfighters, I was contacted to see if I had
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the connections to make this work. I sure did!
This past summer during the California Rodeo
Salinas, Nathan and his family made the
journey to Salinas to see the rodeo and meet
some bullfighters. Nathan spent his Saturday
at Boot Barn where he was outfitted with

Salinas had six bullfighters
this year from all corners of the
USA and they were all available to
Nathan on this special afternoon.
the latest cowboy apparel. That evening, he
enjoyed dinner with the Ropin Dreams team
and Sunday headed out to the Salinas Sports
Complex to see his dream become a reality.
Nathan got to watch the rodeo and when it
was finished, made his way down to the arena
floor where he could meet the bullfighters.
The California Rodeo Salinas is the home

Tradition • Integrity • Expertise
We know real estate and we know this valley.

the funds collected are used towards making
dreams come true. Dreams have been fulfilled
and destinations travelled to the San Antonio
Stock Show and Rodeo, Houston Livestock
Show and Rodeo, Star of Texas Fair and Rodeo
in Austin, Fort Worth Stock Show and Rodeo
and the Professional Bull Riding in Las Vegas,
Nevada. The California Rodeo Salinas can now
be added to the list!
I would personally like to thank the team
at the California Rodeo Salinas for their
generous donations of tickets for Nathan and
his family and to Dub and Cindy McLister of
Roping Dreams. Also, a special thank you to
the bullfighters of the Salinas Rodeo, of whom
I know personally and I can say without
hesitation, are some of the most real and
generous young men I have yet to meet. The
feelings you experience when helping others
cannot be measured.
“Do not forget to entertain strangers,
for by so doing some have unwittingly
entertained angels.” Hebrews 13:2
If you wish to find out more about
Ropin Dreams, making a contribution or
referring a child with a wish, please visit
ropindreams.com. CG
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I N N OVAT I O N

HarvestPort is Always in Season
BY BRIAN P. DAWSON

A

griculture is inherently fraught with
variability: weather, labor availability,
market preferences, and constantly
shifting regulatory policies. Farmers are forced
to adapt rapidly to unexpected changes in
order to survive. Yet the industry is resilient,
quick to rise to surmount obstacles that appear
seemingly at random. Almost every grower
has multiple stories about calling an audible
on-the-fly in the midst of their season. But
the sense of pride from successfully battling
through an erratic season does not outweigh
the bottom line – a farmer will take a dollar in
his or her pocket over a story any day.
Several years ago the would-be HarvestPort
team, then friends but in separate professional
roles, was approached by a large California fruit
grower with a request to help him not only
mitigate the cost of seasonality, but to harness
it to earn revenue. With margins tightening, he
was looking for new opportunities to generate
cash flow, without modifying his operation or
hiring new personnel.
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As the founders of HarvestPort came
from respective roles in asset management,
procurement, agricultural finance, and data
science, this grower, and others like him, felt
the collective group would understand how
to effectively deal with some of the more
contentious aspects of seasonal asset use (loss,
damage, rental period overrun, inventory
shortfalls, etc.) and ultimately be able to
help find a way for the industry to improve

There was a clear need for
a transparent tool to help
growers to find the cheapest
equipment to rent as closely
located as possible.
utilization rates. There was a clear need for a
transparent tool to help growers to find the
cheapest equipment to rent as closely located
as possible. And, conversely, when sitting on
unused equipment, this same tool would ideally

enable earning money by renting it out. Lastly,
as asset management is not a farmer’s best use
of time, a third-party business to manage the
headache that comes with accounting for asset
exchanges made sense. HarvestPort was born
from these overlapping needs.
HarvestPort is an online shared economy
platform for seasonally used agricultural assets.
A farmer-to-farmer marketplace that allows
participants to procure planting, harvesting,
transport, and storage resources at the lowest
possible price, and to safely monetize idle
resources during their off-season. Not only
was HarvestPort conceived from an ask from
a grower, but immediately found additional
support from within the agriculture industry.
HarvestPort’s initial capital investment
came from the Taylor family, of Taylor Farms.
And the new company quickly garnered a
partnership with Western Growers, who refer to
HarvestPort as “the Airbnb for farm equipment.”
HarvestPort serves the agriculture industry,
helping growers, packers, and shippers more
easily utilize their existing resources. But not
everyone has the same financial priorities.
In general, the team encounters two kinds

of clients – those that like to own most of
their equipment, and those who would love
nothing more than to completely get out of
seasonal asset ownership. To those who like
the ownership model, HarvestPort offers
a way to not simply have your equipment
working for you, but earning for you. For
the cohort that wants to wash their hands
completely of maintenance, storage, and
inventory management, HarvestPort can find
you equipment on-demand. In both scenarios,
HarvestPort delivers a flexible and adaptable
solution.
A few examples of how HarvestPort provides
economic utility:
1. A citrus nursery uses 20 forklifts every
season; they own 10 and rent 10 annually.
However, if they knew they could earn 25
percent offseason through the HarvestPort
marketplace on forklifts, it would likely
make sense to purchase and own 10 more
units. This change in behavior can work
both ways; the client with the opposite
perspective could strictly rent as-needed.

2. An olive grower is eager to harvest
acreage immediately, as there may be
a labor shortage because of competing
crop crossover. However, the supplying
packing house is reporting they may not
be able to distribute harvesting bins for
two weeks. The lead time to purchase bins
from the manufacturer is too long, and the

HarvestPort offers a way to
not simply have your equipment
working for you, but earning
for you.
professional bin rental company is hundreds
of miles away, costly, and has minimum use
periods. The HarvestPort marketplace could
immediately match the olive grower with a
nearby off-season fruit processor who can
provide bins via a short-term rental.

of the year it is harvested. They would like
to earn money from this capitally intensive
asset sitting on their books, but marketing,
accounting, and invoicing for equipment is
well out of their core competency. They can
utilize HarvestPort to rent out these hopper
trailers to multiple other agribusinesses
to earn income without burdening their
personnel with cumbersome inventory
management tasks.
Perhaps most importantly, the HarvestPort
business model does not seek to extract
money from the agriculture industry. In fact,
the vast majority of the profit from sharing
equipment is left in the hands of farmers.
HarvestPort takes a small percentage of the
total transaction, much like eBay. The majority
of the revenue is passed through from clientto-client. And, thus, HarvestPort is successful
by allowing farmers to help farmers – save in
season; earn off-season. CG

3. A large pistachio company chooses to own
100 hopper truck trailers that are essential
to transport their crop during the 45-60 days
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HE A LT H C A R E

Bringing Transparency and
Convenience to Health Care
BY MAC MACDONALD

B

undling services is one surefire way to
save money and make things easier
on the consumer. Cable services do
it, insurance companies do it, and cell phone
service providers do it.
So why not health care services, especially
for large agriculture and ag-related companies?
That’s what Tom Wilson, CEO of the
Monterey Peninsula Surgery Centers (MPSC),
hopes to accomplish with bundled services for
surgery, transparent pricing and world-class
surgeons, which results in much higher patient
satisfaction rates.
Wilson and MPSC pioneered bundled
services - one price for a surgical procedure,
combining physician, facility and ancillary
fees in an all-inclusive charge – when Wilson
negotiated a contract with Blue Shield
containing them in 2002.
“We’ve been doing it since 2002; we were
ahead of our time,” says Wilson, who claims
he’s sometimes referred to as “The Bundler”
at his offices for his advocacy of the process.
“It really made sense from a consumer’s
point of view. Insurance companies like it and
patients enjoy it. It’s even becoming a trend
on a national level with MediCare. And some
commercial insurers are stepping up. We’re
seeing it more and more.”
The local program gradually grew, and in
2009 Blue Shield asked Wilson and his partner,
Scott Leggett, if they could develop a statewide
network of ambulatory surgery centers that
would bundle major surgical procedures,
moving them from in-patient to an ambulatory
care setting.
In 2015, Wilson’s Global One Ventures, or
G1, through a network of approximately 50
ASCs and 350 surgeons and anesthesiologists
from San Diego to Sacramento, performed
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approximately 1,000 bundled cases for Blue
Shield, United Healthcare and other large
self-insured beneficiaries.
Wilson’s company has already signed
on large self-insured employers in the area,
including school districts and city workers and

Wilson and MPSC pioneered
bundled services - one price for
a surgical procedure, combining
physician, facility and ancillary
fees in an all-inclusive charge.
is hoping to expand into large ag companies,
helping them cut health care costs, simplify
paperwork and gain greater patient satisfaction.
For Wilson, it just makes sense for
consumers and large employers as well as
insurers and health care providers.
“It’s easier to buy a new car these days,”
says Wilson comparing, say, the cost of a hip
replacement with buying a new automobile.

“We research all the costs and options on a
new car so we can make an informed decision.
We bring that to health care. We bring as much
transparency to health care as we can. The
prices are right there. The consumers like that.
It’s like one-stop shopping.”
Wilson says he’d even like to go one step
farther, give consumers total access.
“We need more consumer awareness,” he
says. “We want to get health care to the point
where it’s up on the Internet so everyone can
make informed decisions.”
Wilson has not only spoken about this
growing trend to the Ambulatory Surgery
Center Association and the California Surgery
Center Association, but he’s been asked to give
presentations in Washington D.C. to MediCare
officials.
“Doing something like that, you really
feel like you’re making a difference,” he says.
“There’s a great amount of satisfaction knowing
that I’m spearheading this effort.”
Wilson most likely owes his current career
path to his football playing days at Utah State
University.
When Wilson played football at Utah
State University, he would often visit the
pediatric wing of the local hospital in Logan.
He developed a relationship with a hospital
administrator, who recommended he get a
degree in hospital administration, even though
Wilson was working on his master’s degree in
genetics.
Wilson found out that the University of
California at Berkeley had an excellent hospital
administration program, so he ended up with a
master’s in that subject and never looked back.
His early career was centered in hospital
management where he rose to become the
CEO of a teaching hospital. His emphasis then

shifted to outpatient facility management when
he became the group vice-president for a large
hospital management company, directing their
ambulatory surgery center’s national division.
In 1990, he purchased three ambulatory
surgical centers and expanded the company to
18 facilities before taking the company public.
Wilson sold the firm in 1995, then became CEO
of the Monterey Peninsula Surgery Centers,
which operates five facilities in Monterey and
Santa Cruz counties. MPSC has partnered
with two local hospitals and 86 surgeons and
has become one of the largest locally owned
independent surgical services organizations
in California, performing nearly 17,000
cases annually.
Wilson leads a very active lifestyle. He likes
to work out using a modified CrossFit regimen,
loves to hike and especially likes to go fly
fishing in the Sierras.
Wilson has been married to his second
wife, Shelly Post, for a year and they have five
children between them, with two involved in
medicine and the health care industry. CG
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L A B OR

The Latest in Agriculture Worker Safety
BY AMY WOLFE, MPPA , CFRE

I

n assessing the state of the agriculture
industry, much of the focus this year has
been on human resources-related issues,
such as non-productive time and the safe
harbor program, an increase in the minimum
salary for exempt workers, and much more.
It’s easy to be caught up in those headaches
and not realize issues relating to worker safety
continue to be an ever-present part of our lives.
We’ve struggled to varying degrees through
our busy season with fairly route requirements,
face significantly more stringent pesticide laws
starting next year, and have a sweeping new
regulation looming on the horizon. No matter
how complicated things get with the business,
these trends tell us that worker safety must
always remain a high priority.

SUMMER INCIDENT TRENDS
The enforcement team at the California
Department of Industrial Relations, Division
of Occupational Safety and Health (Cal/
OSHA) was out in full force over the summer
continuing to focus efforts on the issues they
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deem are most critical to agriculture, starting
with heat. As in 2015, the industry struggled
with addressing the paperwork side of the
regulation that was changed last year. Many
citations were issued for failing to include the
details of that update in companies’ Heat Illness
Prevention Plans, most notably not making the
plan available to workers (or Cal/OSHA) in the
field. As one enforcement staff member noted,
these plans should not be a secret. It is in the
employer and employees’ best interest to make
it available to anyone and everyone – the more
who know, the better prepared they will be to
respond in a heat-related emergency.
Another notable trend from summer
inspections was the failure of companies to
actually implement the elements outlined in
their Injury and Illness Prevention Programs
(IIPP), specifically with reference to hazard
identification and control. A number of citations
were issued to businesses for including protocol
around conducting hazard inspections and a
process to address those issues but failing to
actually follow any of those steps. There are

two critical elements to note from this. The
first is that hazard assessment and correction
is a requirement of an IIPP, so this must
be addressed in some form or fashion. The
second, and more critical execution lesson, is
that companies should not include protocol
that cannot be followed. Set your business
up for success by creating a process that is
both realistic and compliant. A longer, more
intricate policy is not necessarily better and, as
many ag employers learned this summer, can
actually backfire if you’re not implementing the
program. And don’t forget, this isn’t limited to
hazard assessment – this important reminder
applies to all written safety programs.
Finally, Cal/OSHA spent time this summer
beginning to educate the industry about
impending penalty structure increases. As a
result of Federal Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015,
Cal/OSHA will have to make changes to its
penalty structure to ensure they are at least
as effective as Federal OSHA. This means, for
example, that General/Regulatory Citations will
increase from $7,000 to $12,400 and Willful/

Repeat Citations from $70,000 to $124,000.
These maximums will also be annually adjusted
for inflation. Based on current implementation
estimates, these penalties should take effect as
soon as February 2017.

CHANGES TO THE WORKER
PROTECTION STANDARD
On January 1, 2016, the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
finalized their revisions to the Worker
Protection Standard (WPS). The WPS is a
federal regulation, which applies to pesticide
handlers and workers in areas where pesticides
are used in production agriculture. The first
Worker Protection Standard, published in
1992 and implemented in 1995, set the goal
to protect the nation’s two million agricultural
workers from pesticide related incidents and
repeated exposure in hopes of creating a
healthier workforce. Twenty years later, with an
EPA estimated 1,800 to 3,000 incidents annually
involving pesticide exposure, the agency saw
the need to strengthen the standard. These
regulations will offer similar health protections
that are already given to workers in other
industries.
Highlights of the new Federal Worker
Protection Standard include:
• Annual training for workers and handlers.
• Increasing the number training topics for
workers from 11 to 23 topics and 13 to 36
topics for handlers.
• Posting warning signs or give oral
notification if REI is greater than 48 hours.
• Employer must display pesticide application
information for workers and handlers and
Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for two years.
• Employer must provide respirator and fit
testing, training, and medical evaluation that
conform to OSHA standards for any handler
required to wear any respirator prescribed
by the label.
• Provide one gallon of water for each worker
and three gallons of water for each handler
and each early entry worker as measured
at beginning of workers’ or handlers’
work period. Water must be provided for
decontamination purposes.
• Provide eye wash system capable of
delivering 0.4 gallons/minute for 15

Changes to the Worker Protection Standard will have a significant impact on how agricultural
operations protect both workers and handlers from pesticide exposure starting in 2017.

minutes or six gallons of water able to
flow gently for about 15 minutes at a mix/
load site if handlers use products requiring
eye protection or use a pressurized closed
system. One pint of water in a portable
container must be available to handlers
applying pesticides if eye protection is
required.

As always, agricultural employers
need to ensure they remain vigilant
about protecting their workers
from the hazards in our industry.
Many of the changes to WPS have been in
place in California for quite some time. As a
result, the California Department of Pesticide
Regulation (DPR) is integrating the changes
into existing state regulations and will be
releasing the California version of the new
regulation shortly. The majority of the revisions
will go into effect in January 2017 with a few
remaining elements, such as the new worker
and handler training requirements, going into
effect in January 2018.

The working draft currently addresses issues
including high visibility protective clothing for
workers, specific illumination requirements
within agricultural operations and the creation
of specific traffic plans. Although these
regulations are currently being developed, it
is important for employers to be aware that
a portion of these changes are to existing
regulations that impact all industries.
Currently, the California Code of
Regulations, Title 8, Section 3317, specific to
illumination, defines night work as an activity
taking place between one hour before dusk
through one hour after dawn. That same
regulation also provides stationary lighting
requirements for all industries to follow.
LIGHTING DISTANCE
0.5 Foot-Candle

1.0 Foot-Candle

AGRICULTURAL NIGHT WORK
REGULATORY PROPOSAL

2.0 Foot-Candles

The California Department of Industrial
Relations, Division of Occupational Safety and
Health Standards Board (Cal/OSHASB) has
been considering revising existing and creating
new regulations for agricultural night work.

5.0 Foot-Candles

LOCATIONS
Offices
Locker Rooms
Storage Yards
Loading Areas
Warehouses
Corridors
Washrooms
(Bathrooms/Portable Bathrooms)
Spray Booths
Inspection
Elevators
Stairways
Assembly Areas
Layout Areas
Engine Rooms
Processing Areas
Machine/Woodworking Shop
Steel Metal Works
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STEEL METAL WORKS
It is important to note that the standard is
written in foot-candles but most light bulbs are
sold with their lumens count. There are 10.76
lumens in 1 foot-candle.
To assure compliance with these levels at
all times, the initial reading needs to be higher
in order to compensate for the decrease of
light output of lamps with age and to the
accumulation of dirt on lamps and room
surfaces.
The California Code of Regulation, Title
8, Section 3441 details lighting requirements

for tractors and self-propelled equipment,
including ATVs. That standard notes that
all equipment must have a minimum of
one headlight that will illuminate the area
in front of the equipment at least 50-feet.
There shall also be a minimum of one rear
light illuminating the back of the equipment.
Additional lighting shall be provided where
the operation requires field adjustment or
the operator’s attention, such as employees
working in the vicinity of self-propelled
equipment.
In addition, employers should ensure their

Injury and Illness Prevention Program (IIPP)
addresses the unique issues of working at
night. Worksites should be inspected under
actual work conditions at night for potential
hazards and those issues corrected accordingly.
Workers should receive safety training for
general conditions unique to night work,
equipment, operations, and the plan for
emergency situations given the differences
at night. Emergency action plans need to
be updated to reflect such circumstances as
medical facilities available during the day may
not be open at night.
As always, agricultural employers need to
ensure they remain vigilant about protecting
their workers from the hazards in our industry.
Whether working in the heat, at night or
around pesticides, it is essential to develop
realistic written programs, provide training
specific to the hazards on the job, ensure proper
documentation of protocol, and correct issues
when found. For more information about these
or any worker safety related issues, please visit
www.agsafe.org, call (209) 526-4400 or via email
at safeinfo@agsafe.org. CG

Workers harvest grapes at night and are provided high visibility vests as well as supplemental lighting to ensure they can work safely at night.
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WAT E R
Good news, right?
But if you’re a glass-half-empty type, you’ll
point out that number went down from the 25
percent reduction mandated earlier in the year,
which shows a slippage in residential water
savings since Gov. Jerry Brown dropped all
statewide mandatory water conservation targets
this past summer.
Without the mandates, or the media
coverage, California residents run the risk of
relapsing when it comes to pouring it on during
the dry months.
The 2015-16 El Niño rain season has given
Californians false hope that the drought is
coming to an end. But the reality is, Central and
Southern California are in the same boat we
were in a year ago, only with a weaker La Niña

Why Water Needs to Remain
the Focus in California
BY BRIAN MILNE
“And it never failed that during the dry years
the people forgot about the rich years, and
during the wet years they lost all memory
of the dry years. It was always that way.”
– John Steinbeck, East of Eden

I

t’s been more than 60 years since
Steinbeck penned those words, but here
in California we still tend to suffer from
amnesia when it comes to water use following
a wet year.
Since the “Monster” El Niño brought better
than average rainfall to California (at least to
the northern part of the state) during the 201516 rain season, it seems talk of the drought has
started to dry up.
Gov. Jerry Brown has lifted water
conservation mandates for California residents.
Media coverage of the drought has taken a
back seat to the general election and a rash
of hot-button issues such as gun control and
marijuana legalization.
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Despite our attention to drought deficit
disorder, water is still a critical issue for all of us
in California, particularly in our Central region
where we don’t see the benefit of runoff from
the Sierra Nevada snowpack.
As it stands currently, a majority of the
Salinas Valley groundwater basin is still being
classified as a high risk basin by the Department
of Water Resources. That means the pressure
remains on local officials, agriculture and the
general public to balance groundwater basins
to meet state mandates and assure long-term
water resources.
For that to happen, water conservation needs
to become a way of life for all of us.
At the time I sat down to write this piece,
the state had eased up considerably on
residential water conservation restrictions. That
said, California residents still reduced water
consumption by 21.5 percent in June 2016,
the first month since restrictions were relaxed,
versus the baseline in June 2013.

season expected this winter.
Despite the ongoing water concerns, water
was only a small part of the conversation
at this summer’s Forbes AgTech Summit in
downtown Salinas, CA. On the panel “Life
After Water,” panelists discussed the state of
water management in California, noting the
focus has definitely shifted from the drought to
how to better manage our water systems and
groundwater sources.
“There was a small part of me that wanted
the drought to continue, because that’s where
innovation, and policy is set, when it starts
to hurt,” said summit panelist Eric Averett,
General Manager for the Rosedale-Rio Bravo
Water Storage District in Bakersfield.
And it still hurts, particularly for farmers,
who feel the realities of California’s drought
firsthand every day.
While the mandates have been dropped
for residents, many growers have seen their
allocations slashed, and are being forced to
grow more with less water, or more expensive
water.
“We’re getting squeezed pretty hard,”
admitted Stuart Woolf, President and CEO for
Woolf Farming & Processing.
And it’s only going to get harder for
California growers.
Despite some relief from El Niño, Gov.
Brown recently signed Senate Bill (SB) 88,

Sections 15-18, which will require many largescale growers in California to install flow meter
monitoring systems and submit water-use
reports in 2017.
The reporting requirements apply to all
water rights holders, diverting more than 10
acre-feet of water per year.
“It’s definitely on everyone’s minds, knowing
regulations are coming down the line,” said
Hortau Salinas region representative Cord
Nunez, who was on hand for the AgTech event.
“For growers who have a good-sized operation
and have multiple ranches, they know they
have to get ahead of the regulations and do
their part.
“Water conservation is not being lost on our
farmers. Most of them are growing more with
fewer inputs today, and have already adopted
precision irrigation practices. Now it’s about
showing the work they’ve put in, and that they
are in fact managing their irrigation programs
efficiently.”

Therein lies the huge challenge.
While installing irrigation management
and monitoring systems has already helped
agriculture optimize water use, crop health
and production, there are more questions than
answers about California’s overall water use.
Meters still aren’t used on all urban sources,
and roughly half of the state’s water is set aside
for environmental use.

Without the mandates, or the
media coverage, California
residents run the risk of relapsing
when it comes to pouring it on
during the dry months.
All of which creates a complicated web of
water issues and conservation challenges. That’s
how it’s always been in California, just ask
Steinbeck.

“Bringing everything into balance is really
the challenge the state faces, and it’s really not
something that happens in one year,” noted
summit panelist Daniel Mountjoy, Director
of Resource Stewardship for the nonprofit
organization Sustainable Conservation. “It can’t
get fixed in one year, but it can start in one year.
The question is, can we keep the interest alive
when there’s not a drought?”
Unfortunately, droughts have become more
frequent since Steinbeck’s day, and the water
issues will only get worse unless we leverage
the water-saving technologies and conservation
practices that are at our disposal today.
So let’s not forget about the “dry years”,
rather let’s focus on making every year a “rich
year” when it comes to conservation and our
long-term water resources.
Learn more about Hortau Irrigation
Management Systems and Flow Meter
Monitoring solutions at hortau.com/flowmeter. CG
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HI S TO RY

Andrew Smith Company
BY BURTON ANDERSON, IN COOPERATION WITH THE MONTEREY COUNT Y
HISTORICAL SOCIET Y

O

ver the summers throughout his school
days Andrew “Andy” Smith worked in
iceberg lettuce harvesting operations
in the Salinas Valley where he received his first
education in the practical aspects of lettuce
harvesting operations.
About three months prior to his college
graduation, Andy was presented with an
opportunity that had been a long time in the
making. It was due to trends in the U.S. food
industry that were beginning to come together
like the confluence of two great rivers called
“Supply” and “Demand”.
The most influential of these trends was
the explosive growth of the fast food industry
sweeping across the country. Companies such
as McDonalds, Burger King, Taco Bell, and
others had developed an insatiable demand for
processed lettuce of consistent quality, reliable
supply, and constant price.
The second trend was the steady rise in ag
wage rates, including establishing a minimum
hour rate, brought on by the labor movement
of the 1970’s.
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Workers packing lettuce in 24 head count
cartons were paid a piece rate roughly
equivalent to 300 percent that of an ordinary
hourly worker. After the first-cut fields were
harvested the first and second time, the harvest
managers found that the roughly 10 percent of
the field that typically remained was comprised
of late maturing, undersized, or non-eyeappealing heads of lettuce, too widely spread
throughout the field to make it worth sending
the piece rate harvest crews back in.

The increasing supply of process
grade lettuce represented a
potential boon for processors
serving the lettuce-hungry national
fast food industry.
The leftover 10 percent of the lettuce crop
was called “process grade.” Even though it
might have been late maturing, undersized, or
malformed, it was quite suitable for chopping
and shredding for salads or other food service
uses, and still met the same USDA quality

standards as first and second 24 head count
cartons did. The increasing supply of process
grade lettuce represented a potential boon for
processors serving the lettuce-hungry national
fast food industry.
The process grade lettuce also presented
an opportunity for those who could harvest it
economically. Companies sometimes referred
to as “gunny-sackers”, would send in crews
at an inexpensive hourly rate to harvest this
useable lettuce and ship it to processors. The
grower-shippers were pleased to let them come
in because it boosted their returns on this left
behind lettuce!
Throughout the country, located near the
major metropolitan areas, were a number of
“terminal markets”, a cluster of fresh produce
wholesale companies through which fruit and
vegetables would flow from the west coast
growing areas to the regional grocery stores
and food service companies.
In each terminal market there would be
regional lettuce processors who would buy up
the daily unsold 24 count cartons of lettuce to
be chopped and shredded for sale to restaurant
chains and food service companies. But the
daily supply of their raw product was too
inconsistent for the fast food companies
that were demanding a consistent daily
lettuce supply.

AT THE SOURCE
In contrast to the regional processors,
“source” processors, or “in-state” processors,
were located in close proximity to the west
coast growing districts where the lettuce
was grown, at the “source” of supply. Source
processors would receive process grade lettuce
from nearby farms in large wooden bulk lettuce
bins that had advantages, including:
• Reduced handling and transportation costs
per pound of lettuce
• Eliminated the cost of the non-returnable 24
count corrugated carton
• Reduced the bruising and product loss from
handling cartons
• Could be returned to the farms and re-used

• Overall lower cost of goods sold for the
“source” processors
The wooden bulk lettuce bins did not meet
the railroad carton size and weight limitations
for interstate transport of fruits and vegetables
that insured they could be handled at their
terminals around the country. Along with this,
it was cost prohibitive to use expensive wooden
lettuce bins for a one-way trip to out-of-state
regional processors, or to consider returning the
empty bins to the west coast for re-use.
In 1975 Andy Smith’s father, Bob, owned
the California Lettuce Company, which
worked the winter lettuce season in the desert
near Holtville, CA. Coronet Foods, owned by
Howard Long, was a regional processor serving
the fast food industry from their facilities in
Wheeling, West Virginia. Long had grown
frustrated with the inconsistent supply of 24
head count carton lettuce from the terminal
market in nearby Pittsburgh, PA, so Howard
decided to go to the source for his lettuce and
began buying 24 count cartons from Bob Smith.

Bob Smith eventually could not continue
to supply product to meet Coronet’s needs.
Howard Long turned to a custom harvester,
but when they failed to meet the weekly carton
requirements, he came back to Bob for help.
Bob couldn’t help but suggest that his son,

Since the development of the bulk
lettuce fiber bin, the Andrew Smith
Company has continued to grow the
bottom line through diversification,
strategic partnerships, and a
focus on improving efficiency at
all levels.
Andy, had the necessary experience to inspect
Howard’s crew, and diagnose the problem.
Andy lived only 90 minutes away at San Diego
State University.
Andy took the assignment and was surprised
at the inefficient and sloppy work being done
by Howard’s crews. Upon receiving Andy’s

findings, Howard Long wanted to hire him to
take over the custom harvesting operations.
Andy was still three months away from
finishing college and upon graduation he
offered to start his own harvesting company
to supply Coronet Foods. Howard suggested
that he and Andy should start the harvesting
operation together, so the day Andy graduated,
he sold his car and took out a loan from his
fraternity to start the company. The Andrew
Smith Company was born and Coronet Foods
was its first customer.
No single grower-shipper had a reliable
daily supply of process grade lettuce. To meet
the daily requirements of his customers, Andy
acted as a neutral third-party to source lettuce
out of over 16 cities throughout California,
Arizona, New Mexico and Colorado.
Andy started out shipping to Coronet Foods
and other out of state regional processors
in the standard sized 24 head count carton.
He wanted his target market, the regional
processors, to enjoy the same competitive
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cost advantages that the California source
processors had in wood bins. An experimental
state permit was obtained to explore the
viability of packing process grade lettuce
in large bins for interstate shipping. So he
and Howard set their sights on developing
a corrugated fiber bin that was lightweight,
inexpensive, and single use. There were only
single-ply corrugated materials available at
the time. In order to give the single-ply fiber
bins sufficient strength to stack two or three
tiers high in the semi-truck trailers, he had
fabricated four rectangular corrugated tubes or
sleeves that were held together on the pallet by
a corrugated bottom tray and top cap. The four
tube bin was dimensioned to fit the 42-inch x
35-inch footprint of the standard fruit pallet
which fit the inside dimensions of the insulated
semi-truck trailer of the day.
These early fiber bin experiments were
inspected by the USDA at both ends of the
distribution chain in an effort to prove the
viability of bulk bins. The “Mullen Burst
Tester” was used for packaging strength,
Ryan Recorders were utilized to register any
temperature changes in transit and the Federal
inspectors checked for quality improvements
as compared to the 24 head count cartons.
This data was accumulated and presented
for approval at the 1975 Western Growers
Association convention. With the WGA
support, a recommendation from the State
of California and the positive findings of the
USDA, the old railroad “standard container”
regulation was changed to approve the use of
bulk fiber bins for interstate commerce.
During this period of time, the development
of corrugated fiber bulk lettuce bins was refined
and improved.
There was a real need to further increase the
efficiencies of the early bins by eliminating bin
partitions and reducing packaging materials. By
eliminating bin partitions, the lettuce heads had
a greater tendency to nest together, making for
a more dense pack and maximizing available
shipping capacity.
The first evolution of the bulk corrugated bin
was to move from four “single-ply” corrugated
tubes per pallet to two and eventually to only
one sleeve per pallet. The first attempts at a
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single outer sleeve included strengthening the
single-ply material with a wax coating, but that
was not sufficient to prevent the single ply bins
from bulging and collapsing. Eventually a wax
impregnated 2-ply bin was developed and used
most in the rainy season.
Andy even experimented with a bin made
of wire bound wood slats, similar to an oldfashioned celery or corn crate. But that was
heavy and tended to damage the lettuce too

To meet the daily requirements
of his customers, Andy acted as
a neutral third-party to source
lettuce out of over 16 cities
throughout California, Arizona,
New Mexico and Colorado.
much. He also experimented with equipment
and techniques to eliminate the use of the
wooden pallet all together.
Andy finally succeeded in developing a fiber
bin with a single outer sleeve as packaging
vendors developed the capacity to produce
larger and larger 2, 3 and even 4-ply corrugated
sheets. The early attempts at manufacturing
fiber bins with multiple corrugated laminations
produced bottom flaps so strong that the bin
would spring off the pallet. The bins were
pre-assembled at the cooler before being sent
out to the fields to be filled. The four-inch
flaps evolved into six inches inside the bins
and were tacked onto the pallets to keep them
aligned in transit, but the tacks often fell out
creating havoc with the customers’ shredding
machinery.
The top and bottom corrugated caps were
eliminated when a “full bottom” flap was
developed and an external nail tab was added
allowing it to be stapled to the outside rail or
stringer of the pallet, which reduced the risk
of metal in the load. Another evolution in the
bulk bin system came when they were sent to
the fields collapsed instead of pre-assembled in
the cooler. Loaders would expand the bins in
the field and set them on the pallets just before
they were to be loaded. The weight of the
lettuce held them in place on the pallet without
any fasteners at all.

As truck insulation and refrigeration
technology improved and the sidewall thickness
of the semi-truck trailer decreased, bins grew
progressively larger to maximize the higher
cubes, which increased the payloads onboard.
Bin sizes increased from the original 42-inch
x 35-inch, to 42-inch x 40-inch, to the current
Independent Grocers Alliance (IGA) standard of
40-inch x 48-inch.
Advancements in industrial materials and
food handling, including coring iceberg lettuce
heads, has led to the adoption of features such
as plastic liners to protect the cored lettuce and
gassing with nitrogen to displace oxygen and
maintain freshness. Bins also now incorporate a
slightly octagonal shape that improves structural
strength, facilitates nesting of the lettuce heads,
and better accommodates the plastic liners.
Bin capacities have reached up to 800 pounds 1,000 pounds per bin.
Since the development of the bulk lettuce
fiber bin, the Andrew Smith Company has
continued to grow the bottom line through
diversification, strategic partnerships, and a
focus on improving efficiency at all levels.
The author would like to thank Andy Smith
and Doug McFarland for their input into this
article. CG
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NORTH
multilingual, and enjoy engaging with people of
all backgrounds.
How far back do you have to go in your
family to find a farmer?
As far as I can tell, no one on either side of
my family ever farmed. If raising horses can
be considered farming, my grandfather was
passionate about horses. He raised them primarily
because in those days he needed them for his
business to transport and deliver goods he sold. He
kept more than 12 pair of working draft horses. I
was told that he would love to compete and parade
with the famous teams the Budweiser brewery in
his hometown would have.

Ohio, Venezuela, Ecuador,
and Watsonville
Interview for Tom Broz, Owner, Live Earth Farm
BY JESS BROWN

Shortly after I was born, my parents moved to
Venezuela where we lived until I was 10 years old.
Our family then moved to Ecuador where I lived
until I was 18 years old. I finished high school in
Ecuador and then moved to the United States to
attended College.

You may consider it fate. My mother at the time,
pregnant with me, was visiting her cousin in
Ohio on her way from Germany to Venezuela.
As the story goes, my mother was already in the
last trimester of her pregnancy and the airlines at
the time declined to let her continue her journey
to Venezuela so she had no option but to stay
in Middletown, Ohio with her cousin, before
continuing her trip to Venezuela to reunite with the
rest of the family.

Where were your siblings born?

Where was your wife born and raised?

Both my brother and sister were born in
Venezuela.

My wife was born and raised in France.

Where were you born?
I was born in Middletown, Ohio.
Where were you raised?

Where were your parents born and raised?
My mother was born and raised in Kempten;
a city in Bavaria in the south of Germany and
my father was born in Budweis, in the Czech
Republic.
How did it happen that you were the only
one in the family born in the United States?
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Have your children benefited from the
multicultural aspect of your life?
Our children, David (22) and Elisa (11) were
raised in Watsonville and get to enjoy the best of
both worlds. They get to enjoy, participate and
experience all aspects of what it means to live on
a farm while at the same time enjoy the larger
world beyond the farm. Both our children are

When you were growing up, did you aspire to
be a farmer?
Not really. My path to farming probably was
inspired more indirectly by great food and
spending a lot of time in my mother’s kitchen
growing up. She was a great cook and much of
our family time together was centered on eating
and enjoying meals she prepared. I remember

she would source all her food directly from
farmers, whether at the farmer’s markets or often
making the trip out to the farms to make sure the
ingredients were in as fresh as possible.
How did you get into farming?
I got interested in agriculture and in particular
plant science while doing my undergraduate
studies at Cornell. It wasn’t until I joined the
Peace Corps, working with farmers in Western
Samoa in the South Pacific that I really got
involved and attracted to farming. I worked with
farmers whose livelihood depended on traditional
subsistence farming methods as well as farmers
who had started larger commercial operations
applying more commercial western practices.
Upon my return to the U.S. I landed a job with
the Environmental Protection Agency in San
Francisco in their pesticide regulatory and water
quality programs. It was during that time, I got
married and started a family, which triggered a
more determined pursuit of following my passion
for farming and an interest in starting a farm.
At the time, I was particularly attracted to a
still nascent and idealistic community of people
interested in organic food and farming here in
Santa Cruz. In 1995, this led to my interest to
enroll in the organic farming apprenticeship
program offered at UCSC and the opportunity to
purchase some land here in Watsonville to start
Live Earth Farm, with a focus on Community
Supported Agriculture (CSA) and marketing
directly to consumers.

or continue farming to replace the generation
stepping down.
Do you see in the future that the majority of
agriculture will be produced organically?
Although organic still represents a small portion
of overall agricultural production, it has been
growing every year, spurned by an almost larger
consumer demand across the entire market
spectrum. I believe that in a not-so-distant
future, a large percentage of farming will be in
organic because of consumer demand. Maybe
there we will be a day we do not regulate and
label everything being organic or non-organic,
but we will have reached a point in time –this
may be utopian thinking, where we all trust
and value the importance and recognize the
wholesomeness of our food system; that such a
distinction will become obsolete, where we don’t
make such a distinction and move beyond organic
or conventional.
Starting November 1st, you will assume the
role as President of the Santa Cruz County
Farm Bureau. You are the first organic farmer
to have that position. What does this say
about the organization?
I am not the only organic farmer on the SCCFB
board of directors; there are five others. Ultimately
we are all farmers and we share many common
interests and I feel honored to have been elected
and it’s a privilege to serve the Santa Cruz County
Farm Bureau at this historic moment celebrating

its 100th anniversary. SCCFB, I believe, is unique
among County Farm Bureau’s, reaching out to
engage and represent all sectors of its agriculture
community. It has kept the organization at the
forefront dealing with the many changes and
challenges facing agriculture whether it’s water,
land, labor, or regulations. I like to reach out and
encourage more organic farmers and organizations
to join the Farm Bureau. It is an organization
that plays a vital role facilitating and promoting
the participation of all players who have a stake
in supporting agriculture’s interests in this
community.
What type of celebration do you have in
mind for the 100th anniversary?
A celebration that takes place over the entire year
to highlight not only the incredible agricultural
heritage of this county, but also to bring awareness
to its diverse and often cutting edge agriculture
industry so fundamental to the sustainability of
Santa Cruz County.
Your farm, Live Earth Farm, has a
Community Supported Agriculture
component where people can buy
subscriptions for the produce you grow.
How has this benefited your operation?
One of the most rewarding aspects of farming
is getting to know and marketing directly to the
people who eat the food we grow. From the very
beginning in 1996, we have focused on creating
a Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)

What has been the biggest challenge to
farming organically?
Many of the challenges organic farming faces
are the same as the farming community faces as
a whole - whether it’s loss and/or lack of access
to farmland, labor shortages, climate challenges,
ever increasing regulatory challenges, conflicting
urban and agricultural interests and maybe
most importantly, and dear to my heart, are the
challenges we face to attract more young people
to embrace farming as a lifestyle and career. The
average age of farmers is close to retirement and
not enough young people see the incentive to learn
Clockwise from top left: Community Supported
Agriculture is an important part of Live Earth
Farm. Elisa, Tom and Constance Broz. Tom on
the ranch.
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community, which has been the cornerstone of our
operation, as we diversified other direct marketing
channels such as farmer’s markets, and direct to
retail outlets. Today we have about 600 subscribers
located throughout the Monterey Bay area and
the San Francisco Peninsula. CSA is more more
than simply a food delivery service. CSA creates a
direct relationship between the consumer and our
farm – a partnership, if you will. It is a mutually
beneficial arrangement where, in exchange for a
commitment to buy a share in our farm’s harvest,
we commit to grow exceptionally high quality
vegetables, herbs and fruit, and deliver a bountiful
portion every week of the season.
Your farm also has a nonprofit educational
program as part of the operation. Why did
you start this component?
Farm Discovery at Live Earth is a direct offspring
of our community outreach and also the brainchild
of my wife Constance, who always believed that it
is vital to expose children, starting from a young
age, to nature and hands-on experiences to learn
where and how food is actually grown. Farm
Discovery empowers young people of all ages
and offers an opportunity to directly participate
in growing, harvesting, and cooking to inspire a
deeper connection and understanding of how food
choices influence our diet, the health of our bodies,
and ultimately our planet.

How are you handling the issue of having
adequate labor?
We are a fairly small (65-acre) farming operation
and maintain a year-round employee base. So
we are not dependent on seasonal or contract
labor. I am well aware that this is a huge issue we
are facing in this valley and is caused by many
factors, often outside our sphere of influence –
such as comprehensive immigration reform.
How important is the preservation of
farmland?
I believe a community is only resilient if they
are able maintain a healthy food system which
is only possible if we protect and care for our
farmable land. Farmland is one of the most
threatened natural resources, especially near and
around urban population centers. It is evident
here in Santa Cruz County and it will take the
vigilance and will of all citizens - who understand
the importance of keeping farming vibrant and
sustainable, to preserve and protect farmland from
being destroyed.
Why is the Pajaro Valley a good place to create
and operate businesses?
PV’s unique location on the central coast makes it
an agricultural gem with its unique climate and
one of the richest alluvial soils in the world. PV
is centrally located in the Monterey Bay and very

accessible from the larger Bay Area. I believe that
any industry or business that complements the
strengths of this community and understands how
to contribute to the sustainability of this Valley
will be successful.
Do you see your children continuing your
business?
It is too early to tell. My son David is 22 and just
graduated from college and is exploring the world.
Our daughter Elisa is 12, attending Montevista
Christian Middle School and is a passionate
horseback rider.
What is something about Tom Broz that most
people don’t know?
Tom Broz: I have run the Boston Marathon and
speak three languages.
How do you balance your family life
while running a farm with several
components in it?
This is one of the most overlooked challenges
a farmer faces. It is typically the busiest on
the farm when the family has the most time to
spend together, like right now when my children
have summer vacation. It is important to make
compromises. The farm is like a living organism
that needs constant attention and the only way is
to balance and assess how to best integrate “her”
with the rest of your family and loved ones.
Who has been the most influential person
in your life?
Many people have been influential and
inspirational to shape my personal and
professional life. My parents, especially my mother,
has always been the supporting and nurturing
presence which has allowed me to grow up and
trust in myself to embrace life’s journey. That
journey, over the last 30 years, I have shared with
my wife Constance. She is the most important
partner I am sharing my life’s path with.
Where will we see Tom Broz in 10 years?
My home is right here on this farm and I hope
to continue doing what I love for a many more
years to come. CG

Left: Farm Discovery is a non-profit educational
program as part of Live Earth Farm.
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for FINE FURNISHINGS and INTERIOR DESIGN
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H O M E S H O E C AS E

MORTENSEN
RANCH
CHRIS & TINA BURNETT
BY MELODY YOUNG | PHOTOGRAPHY BY PATRICK TREGENZA

So close but so far away
41
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With loving care,
the heirloom just
keeps getting better.
Hand painted fireplace tiles

F

amily heirlooms come in all sizes. Some need polishing,
some need dusting, but all of them need tender loving care.
They also need someone who respects the past but can

utilize that heirloom to move toward the future.
At first glance, Mortensen Ranch appears to be a lovely, newly
built example of early California Spanish architecture. It is, however,
so much more than that. Mortensen Ranch is a family heirloom.
This picturesque home surrounded by lavender fields and rolling
hills could easily be set in Europe. It’s better than that though; it is in
our own spectacular Salinas Valley. Louie Mortensen, the youngest
of six children, married Hazel in 1934 and brought her to the Salinas
Valley. They went to work building a new home and life. While
Louie was digging the basement, Hazel was planting oak, redwood,
almond and walnut trees on the property to remind her of her home
in Washington State. The Mortensens raised their daughter Julie on
this 585-acre ranch. Louie passed away in 1982, but Hazel lived here
until her death in 2004. Her grandchildren Chris and Tina Burnett
have lived on the property since 2003, originally moving here to keep
an eye on Hazel, whom they lovingly refer to as “Gran”.
In 2012, The Burnetts felt it was finally time to proceed with a
major remodel and expansion. The work began that year and took
two years to complete. The couple relied on architect Bob McCaffrey
and contractor Ken Ketola of Westwood Construction to lead them
through the daunting project. Mortensen Ranch is a family heirloom.
While respecting the past, they enlarged and updated the house to
meet the needs of a modern family with many friends and activities.
What was once a 2500-square-foot house is now an impressive 6800square-feet.
The attention to detail and history is apparent throughout the
home. Original building materials were searched out or duplicated.
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Part of California History

The original living space

A perfect family space
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The delightful kitchen

Details handcrafted by Chris such as all the wrought iron railings
and the exterior light fixtures are also evident. Tina took on the task
of updating the interiors while incorporating family furniture and
keepsakes to honor the home’s history.
Weighty arched double doors now greet visitors into a long
vestibule that can double as a dining hall during large family
gatherings. Taking center stage in the space is Gran’s original
dining table. This rests on hand-painted Mexican terra cotta tiles.
A library cabinet once owned by John C. Fremont is also on display
in the vestibule.
The formal living room remains virtually as it has always been. The
structure has been updated to meet current codes and standards, but
the interior still boasts the original fireplace, light fixtures and Persian
rug. New, comfortable furniture has been added as well as Spanish
touches that give just the right flare to the space. Tina removed the
original window coverings to showcase the beautiful windows and
a view of her lavender fields beyond.
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Just a bit of fun

The table set with Gran’s treasures

The Master Getaway
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Shuffleboard anyone?

The home has three bedrooms. Two of them are upstairs, while
the new master suite is on the first floor. This gorgeous space has
his and her baths and closets as well as it’s own private courtyard
and fountain.
Working in the kitchen is now a pleasure. Custom built Knotty
Alder cabinetry wraps the walls and flows into the butler’s pantry.
The island is painted a contrasting neutral color to add interest to

While respecting the past, they
enlarged and updated the house to
meet the needs of a modern family
with many friends and activities.

the space. Antiqued limestone with a chiseled edge tops the
perimeter cabinets, while luscious green granite takes precedence
over the island. Shannon Ketola created a unique painted design

and intimate feel. This all leads directly to the large outdoor patio

on the range hood to honor the Mortensen Ranch name. She also

area and the game house.

created the custom designed tiles. A handcrafted cross-beamed

Everyone needs a game house like this one. The space was

ceiling literally tops off the room. This all flows into the new adjacent

originally built by Louie to cover his BBQ. In the 1950’s and 1960’s,

great room for a relaxed feel and ease of entertaining.

more space was needed for friends and family to gather, visit, and

The great room has it all: A big screen television, a massive stone

to play Pedro. When all the fun and activity outgrew that space a

fireplace and an amazing sound system. The room even boasts a

few years later, they added on again. What is there now is a virtual

pool table. The Burnetts had a great time finding vintage pieces in

walk back in time. The amazing space has been left untouched and

Mexico to create this unique space. Their treasure hunts uncovered

holds crazy, fun memories for the whole family. The large photograph

the perfect chandeliers as well as the wooden doors that are artfully

above the shuffleboard of the Monterey Harbor was a gift to Louie

propped against the walls. Although grand in scale, it has a warm

from a fisherman friend. The labels framed on the shelves are from
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Just as it was

Burnett labels

A S T A L G R Otrove
W E R | Fof
A L Lmemories
2016
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Ready for a party

Burnett Farms. Old toys, WWI shells and childhood treasures
surround the bar. All are family mementos. A wild boar trophy head
with it’s own story presides over the room.
The finishing touch on the property is the one-half acre Lavender
field. Not only does it provide the home with a lovely view, it is a
boutique business for Tina. The lavender is harvested in the late
spring and sold to local wholesale businesses.
With loving care, the heirloom just keeps getting better. The
walnut tree that Gran planted now has a tree house built by Chris
when his children were young. The playhouse built by Julie’s
grandfather from Washington is now converted into a guest cottage.
The new interiors boast touches of Gran’s prized possessions
everywhere. Family portraits hang on the walls so as to be reminded
that although they have gone before, they are still watching over and
protecting their loving home. Some things just get better with time.
Mortensen Ranch sure does. CG
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Julie’s playhouse

Arugula

Bellezia
• Intermediate resistance
to Downy Mildew
• Fresh cut cultivation

Letizia

• Late bolting
• Very good shelf life
after processing

New generation of herb varieties
with excellent qualities.

Contact yout Local Sales Representative | Enza Zaden USA, Inc. | 7 Harris Place | Salinas, CA 93901
Toll Free 855-800-ENZA (3692) T 831-754-2300 office E customer.service@enzazaden.com
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YO U N G FA R M E R SP OT L IG HT

Brian Antle
“40-Under-Forty”
BY L AUREN TOMASELLO, INTERN, TANIMURA & ANTLE

A

s a fourth generation family member
and owner of Tanimura & Antle,
Brian Antle began his career in the
agriculture industry at the age of 14, riding his
bike to work each morning to move irrigation
pipe for the Tanimura brothers and hasn’t
looked back. Since the day he was born until
he was in 5th grade, he and his family followed
the sun to Yuma every winter, known as the
Winter Salad Bowl of the World. “Yuma is my
second home,” Brian laughs. After graduating
from Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo with a degree
in Agribusiness, he returned to the farm to
manage his family’s organic program. Today he
continues to travel to Yuma, approaching his
10th year of relocating for the winter season.
Since then, Brian has accumulated over
20 years of experience in the industry and
has worked his way through various roles at
the company managing various programs,
including the company’s largest crop, iceberg
lettuce. In 2015 he took on the role of Vice
President of Harvest. In this new role, Brian
oversees the harvest of 35,000 acres of 24 fresh
produce items; totaling up to 37 million cartons
annually. Brian credits much of his success to
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serving in positions that he now manages. “I
thank my family for making me start on the
ranch and work my way to my current position,
since it’s much easier to manage at a higher
level knowing what should be going on at
each level.”

“I’m fortunate to have all of these
people to turn to with hundreds
of years of farming experience,
which always makes it easy to
find advice.”
While Brian has the pleasure of learning from
and growing with the many members of the
extended T&A family, various employees, and
other industry leaders, he also enjoys working
alongside his immediate and extended family
every day. At the company, he works with his
father, Rick Antle, CEO and President, his uncle
and COO, Mike Antle, his brother and Plant
Tape Manager, Jeff Antle and his cousins Caitlin
and Michael. “I have always had my grandfather,
dad, and uncle to rely on as well as the wealth
of knowledge the Tanimura family provides.”

Brian and his whole family work closely
together to ensure the company’s
future success.
Brian’s grandfather and uncles on his mom’s
(Karen Antle) side of the family are partners in
Ocean Mist Farms. He believes that they also
add to the opportunities he has experienced
within the agriculture industry. “I’m fortunate
to have all of these people to turn to with
hundreds of years of farming experience, which
always makes it easy to find advice.”
Aside from his current role, Brian has been
instrumental in a variety of projects that
positively impact the industry, community
and company. Following in his father
and grandfather’s footsteps, Brian’s same
commitment to continual innovation has
ultimately resulted in the company’s new
employee housing, Spreckels Crossing, an
industry-leading advanced forecasting system
and various new harvest and farm technology.
“It’s no longer the day of planting a seed,
growing a crop, boxing and shipping it,”
said Brian. “We’re needing to work smarter,
not harder, constantly trying to create and
innovate. Gone are the days of guys who
turned wrenches. Now, we have to be able to
write computer code and read GPS devices.
We need to speed up the process of installing
automation and robotics at the field level, and
if you’re not already thinking of new ways to do
things, you’re going to get chewed up. At the
end of the day, everybody’s got to eat. We just
need to figure out how to grow our food in the
future.”
In 2015, he received the Forbe’s Impact
Award in Innovation for Tanimura & Antle’s
automated transplanting system, Plant Tape.

Brian also serves on the board of directors for
the United Fresh Produce Association, the
Grower Shipper Association of the Central
Coast, the Monterey County Farm Bureau and
Monterey County Ag Education. Furthermore,
he has been inducted into the Produce
Business Class of 2016 “40-Under-Forty”.
The class is selected based on professional
accomplishments, demonstrated leadership
and industry/community contributions after
being nominated by peers. This annual class
recognition is among the most renowned
honors in the produce industry.
Brian’s vision for the future of the Salinas
Valley Agriculture Industry, including Tanimura
& Antle is to embrace technology and further
meet the evolving demands of customers.
“The use of automation, robotics and drones
is taking the place of shovels and tractors, and
the employees we are hiring now understand
this and are looking for companies that also
understand this.”
Not only has the past year proven to be a
memorable one in regards to the agriculture
industry for Brian, but also at home. In March,
Brian and his wife Amanda welcomed to the
world their first child, daughter, Cameron. This
winter, Brian will move down to Yuma with his
harvest responsibilities for the growing season,
and also bring along his wife and newborn. In
his free time, Brian enjoys golfing, flying, offroad auto racing, being a new dad and going to
Lake Tahoe with his family. CG

Clockwise from top left: Brian accepting award at
Forbes AgTech Summit. Brian in the field during a
harvest. The Rick Antle Family at George Tanimura’s
100th birthday celebration. Brian with wife,
Amanda, and new baby. Father Rick with
young Brian.
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I N VE S TM E N T

401(k) Fee Benchmarking
a Vital Fiduciary Process
BY BILL HASTIE

O

ffering employees the benefits of a
401(k) retirement plan is certainly the
best way a company can help their
employees prepare for their golden years. But
maintaining a company 401(k) plan can be both
expensive and burdensome, especially with
additional responsibilities that the Department
of Labor (DOL) has imposed on plan sponsors.
When these additional responsibilities are
coupled with a dramatic increase in litigation
against plan trustees for a breach of their
fiduciary responsibility, many employers
are beginning to think twice before offering
such plans.
Just within the last two years, law firms
have popped up who specialize in suing 401(k)
retirement plan trustees and advisors alike. The
primary issue is around the fees and expenses
being paid out of plan assets. Since this type
of retirement plan is unique, in that it allows
employees to make pre-tax contributions from
their paychecks, fees and expenses are coming
out of the employees’ pockets. This is why the
DOL is taking such a hard stance on the issue
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of plan fees, requiring that plan fiduciaries
deem that all fees and expenses paid out of
plan assets to be “reasonable.” This creates a
very slippery slope since “reasonable” is not
an absolute number, and thereby creating the
greatest challenge for plan fiduciaries.

First and foremost, do your
homework by benchmarking
your plan’s fees and expenses.
UNDERSTANDING 401(K) PLAN FEES
There are several different fees that make up the
total of what plan participants may be paying.
Let’s begin with the 401(k) recordkeeper-the
company handling the incoming deferrals
from employees, provides employee account
statements and maintains their account
website. Most often, these fees are expressed
as a percentage of assets in the plan, but some
do offer a flat fee based on the number of plan
participants. This fee is fairly straightforward.

Where this gets complicated is knowing how
the recordkeeper handles additional fees
charged by some plan investments known as
revenue sharing. This topic in and of itself has
been at issue in many recent law suits against
plan fiduciaries for not knowing and controlling
these fees. The most common types of revenue
sharing are known as 12(b)1 and sub-transfer
agent fees (also called “sub-T/A”) fees. The
plan fiduciary is responsible for knowing what
investments, if any, generate revenue sharing
fees, the amount of the fees, who receives the
fees and what services are provided to earn the
fees.
Plan administration is typically another
major, but necessary, expense to a retirement
plan. If the plan uses the services of a third
party administrator (known as a “TPA”), the
plan fiduciary must understand how their
fees are charged – typically a flat fee plus a
charge based on the number of participants.
Additional service fees, for issuing loans and
distributions, are typically charged. It is quite
common for TPAs to receive some part of
revenue sharing from the plan investments. It
is vital for the plan fiduciary to receive from the
TPA (in the disclosure Form 408(b)(2)) what
revenue sharing they receive and what services
are provided to the plan in order to earn that
additional compensation.
With regard to financial advisors, the plan
fiduciary needs to understand in what capacity
the advisor is working, as well as how they
are compensated. There are three capacities in
which financial advisors serve 401(k) retirement
plans – as a broker, a ERISA 3(21) co-fiduciary
advisor or a ERISA 3(38) Investment Manager.
A broker is not a plan fiduciary, and therefore
accepts no liability for the services they provide.
Accordingly, the compensation paid from the
plan to a broker is typically the lowest of all
advisors. An advisor serving the 401(k) plan as
an ERISA 3(21) is a co-fiduciary to the plan,
meaning they accept similar liability as does
the plan’s trustee for the selection, monitoring
and replacement of plan investments. A “3(21)
advisor” is typically paid more than a broker
for their services provided to the plan. An
ERISA 3(38) Investment Manager relieves the
plan trustee of their fiduciary responsibility
for plan investments by taking discretionary

authority over the investments. This means
that the “3(38) advisor” is solely responsible
for the selection, monitoring and replacement
of plan investments, and doing so, commands
the highest level of compensation of any type
of plan advisor. The plan trustee retains the
responsibility for monitoring the activities of
any type of plan advisor.

patricktregenzafoto
agriculture

CHEAPEST IS NOT ALWAYS BEST

architecture

In order to comply with the DOL requirement
that all plan fees and expenses are deemed to
be reasonable, plan trustees must assess the
fees being charged relative to the services being
provided. Knowing the fee alone is not enough
information to determine if it is reasonable,
even if the fee appears to be “cheap.” It cannot
be over-emphasized that being cheap doesn’t
always equate to being good. 401(k) retirement
plans require a considerable amount of care and
monitoring, and without those services, any
fee, no matter how cheap it seems, is probably
too expensive if the proper services are being
rendered.

product
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WHAT CAN A PLAN TRUSTEE DO?
First and foremost, do your homework by
benchmarking your plan’s fees and expenses.
Check with your plan’s financial advisor about
working with one of the many benchmarking
services available to gather all fee and expense
data from all plan service providers, as well as
the services they provide to the plan and its
participants. One of the largest in the industry
is Fiduciary Benchmarks, Inc., who uses a welldefined model for helping plan trustees know
just where their fees rank against national
averages, relative to the services provided. You
will especially want to know this information
if and when the DOL comes knocking on
your door for a plan audit. It would be very
difficult to prove why you believe your plan
fees are reasonable if you have not engaged a
benchmarking process. CG
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AG T E C HN O LO GY

Three Considerations for
Drone Ownership
BY NATE DORSEY, AGRONOMIST, RDO EQUIPMENT CO.
ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTION FROM MAT T HAYES AND BILL EDMONSON,
RDO INTEGRATED CONTROLS

U

ntil recently, unmanned aircraft
systems (UAS), or drones, were
primarily viewed as a “cool toy” or the
“latest and greatest” piece of technology only
owned by the largest and most cutting-edge
farms. As the technology has become more
accessible, drones can now be considered a
practical business tool for all growers, from
the largest corporate produce farm to a small
strawberry operation.
Drones can, in a single flight, monitor crop
health over hundreds or even thousands of
acres. As a result, they’re enabling growers
to spend less time on manual scouting and
reacting to problems and more time proactively
addressing field needs before major issues arise.
While UAS technology is appealing, many
are wary because they feel they lack the skills
to use one effectively in their business. Before
making the leap into drone ownership, every
grower should consider three key areas: cost,
regulations and personnel.
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MONEY MATTERS
Every equipment purchase, from the largest
tractor to the simplest attachment, has to make
financial sense. A drone is no exception and
cost should be a primary consideration for any
operation. Like many purchases, the adage, “You
get what you pay for,” holds true with drones.
There are several options for low-cost
drones purchased from big-box retailers.
While the price tag may be attractive, these
units are designed for recreational, rather than
professional use. Software, high-quality cameras
with the option to measure different bands of
light, ease of use, and overall durability often
aren’t part of the package.
On the other hand, drones engineered for
professional use are equipped with nearly
everything needed to begin using them in a
farming operation out-of-the-box. These units
are well engineered, include flight planning and
image processing software, and often have great
warranties and optional insurance plans. When
purchased at a reputable dealership, they also

likely come with service and training from a
knowledgeable product expert.
While the upfront cost for a professional
UAS is higher than what one might find at a
big-box retailer, there are virtually no ongoing
costs. As with any piece of equipment, proper
care and operation is required to protect the
investment and eliminate added costs – such
as repairs or costly downtime if the drone is
damaged or needs full replacement.
Flight safety should always be a priority
and it also helps to protect the investment. It’s
important to consider personal safety, the safety
of others that might be in the vicinity, and the
safety of the equipment.
Prior to creating a flight plan, a good
practice is to review a current Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) Visual Flight Rules
(VFR) chart and the FAA’s “B4U Fly” app to
determine the target flight area is not within
an airport’s five-mile radius. Next, do a quick
onsite inspection of the area to note power
lines, roads, housing developments, and other
obstacles that might not have been visible from
the VFR chart. Not only are these practices
courteous and safety-conscious, they’ll help
prevent mistakes, possible damage to the
equipment, and FAA fines.

RULES AND REGULATIONS
Going hand-in-hand with ROI, regulations are
a significant part of UAS operation. Anyone
who has paid attention to drones in the media
has heard about the regulations that come with
ownership. Because drones are classified as an
aircraft, federal regulations set the requirements
all operators must follow.
Prior to June 2016, the FAA required all

commercial drone operators to have a Section
333 exemption. This meant anyone planning
to operate a drone for business reasons using
the 333 exemption must have had a valid pilot’s
license. This included a sport license, private
license, or other classification as long as it was
obtained through the FAA.
In June 2016, the official rules for operating
UAVs in the national airspace were released.
These rules are similar to the same rules
recreational remote control pilots must use and
do not require an FAA pilot’s license. There is,
however, a requirement to pass a knowledge
test and be vetted by the TSA. The proposed
rules summary is available by visiting faa.gov.
In addition to Part 107, all drones weighing
more than 0.55 pounds (250g) and less than 55
pounds (25kg) must be registered through the
FAA UAS registration website. The registering
owner must be at least 13 years of age and a
U.S. citizen or legal permanent resident.

SUFFICIENT STAFF
The final consideration regarding UAS
ownership is one that is often overlooked:

personnel. This doesn’t necessarily mean
adding more people to a team, but could mean
developing the right person or people to make
it successful. In order to achieve the maximum
benefit of the technology, it’s essential that
someone learn to operate and manage the
technology for a business.

Drones can, in a single flight,
monitor crop health over
hundreds or even thousands
of acres.
All decision-makers should ask themselves
the following questions prior to drone
purchase:
First: “Do I have the capability to manage
this process myself?”
If that answer is no: “Can one of my
existing employees take ownership of this?”
If still unsure, the question may be: “Do I
need to hire an expert or someone who can be
trained to be an expert?”
The quality of drone purchased will make a

Holiday gif ts
made easy for
everyone on
your list…

huge difference in how easily it’s adopted
into the business.
In addition to engineering superiority,
drones from reputable dealers often include
software that allows them to fly autonomously,
making them very easy to fly. They often
include access to software that simplifies
post-processing of images by automating the
stitching process of the hundreds of images
taken in a flight into one seamless image.
Dealerships also have experts on staff to
assist customers with the initial learning curve
of the unit and technology, and may even offer
services to help with image processing and
analysis.

DIVING INTO DRONES
No longer reserved for an elite group of
professionals, UAS ownership can be a practical
and smart move for all growers. While it’s
easy to get caught up in the excitement and
surging popularity of these units, a tactical
and thorough evaluation is still a must when
deciding if drone ownership is the right
decision for your business. CG

For the customer that always

gives you their order on time…

For the customer that
referred all their friends and family…
For your favorite
customer…

And for
your
“favorite”
customer…
All your corporate gifts are an email away! Holiday gift packs from De Tierra offer a 30% discount on all item,
including wine and branded merchandise. Gift pack options include 3 bottle, 6 bottle and 12 bottle packs, as well as a 2 bottle gift
basket with branded hat, corkscrew, candle and glasses. Contact info@detierra.com or 831.229.2105 to place an order.
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N UTR I T I O N

Food Label Makeover
BY STEPHANIE BOUQUET, MS, RD, CSSD, CDE
SB NUTRITION CONSULTING

T

he Nutrition Labeling and Education
Act (NLEA) of 1990 provided the first
regulated nutrition panel for packaged
foods. Over 20 years later, the Food and Drug
Administration has announced the label will
get a makeover. Panel changes will reflect
updated scientific information with emphasis
on providing key nutrition information
validated as playing a role in the nation’s
leading chronic diseases.
Here are the main key changes you will see
on the new Nutrition Facts label:

DESIGN OF LABEL
Although the basic template of the label will
remain the same, using bolder print type
or enlarging font size will spotlight a few
important nutrients. Look for “Calories”,
“Servings per container” and “Serving size”
declarations to reflect these changes. In
addition, “Calories from fat” will be removed
from the label as the latest nutrition research
favors focusing on the types of fat (primarily
saturated and trans fats) present in the product
more than total amount.

UPDATED SERVING SIZES
By law, a food needs to be packaged based on
customary consumer intake. The quantity of
food consumed by the average individual has
grown substantially since previous serving size
requirements were established. For this reason,
serving size reference amounts will increase
in over 17 percent of food categories. Most
notably, this will affect products where two
servings are currently listed in one package, but
the whole product can reasonably be consumed
at one sitting. For example, canned soups will
be listed as a single serving because the entire
can is often consumed at one time. Certain
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products that are packaged to accommodate
more than one serving (like bagged salads) will
be required to carry a new “dual column” on the
label. This ensures nutrition information can be
obtained for single serving or entire package
consumption.

DAILY VALUES
The inclusion of daily values (DV) on the
nutrition panel provides a tool to assist
consumers with food choices. Historically, they
have elicited confusion for many consumers.
The new label will contain a statement to
explain what daily values are and how to
apply them for healthier dietary intakes. The
current daily values for sodium and fiber will be
adjusted (decreased and increased respectively)
to better align with scientific evidence for
prevention of disease development.

The list of required nutrients is also
changing. The new label will remove mandatory
labeling of Vitamin A and C, as these nutrients
do not present deficiency risks in current eating
patterns. They will be replaced by Vitamin D
and Potassium declarations. Iron and Calcium
will remain mandatory on the label. All listed
nutrients will need to be listed with units of
measure (gram, milligram, microgram) as well
as expressed with a daily value percentage.
Food manufacturers will need time to
comply with the new rules governing the
revised nutrition facts panels. A compliance
deadline is set for July 26, 2018 to allow for new
label formulation and liquidation of product
with current labels. Companies that have less
than 10 million dollars in annual food sales
will have an additional year (2019) to make
necessary changes. CG

NEW NUTRIENTS
The biggest change coming to the nutrition
facts panel is the addition of “Added Sugars”.
This category will allow natural sugars (found
in milk and fruit) to be separated from added
ingredients such as sucrose (table sugar), high
fructose corn syrup or additional concentrated
fruit juices. Current scientific research shows
that an excess of added sugars in the diet is the
leading contributor to the alarming national
obesity rates. The current 2015-2020 edition
of the Dietary Guidelines for Americans
advises individuals to consume no more than
10 percent of daily calories from added sugar
sources to ensure nutrient needs are met
without excessive calorie consumption. A daily
value of 50 grams has been set for added sugars
which in a typical day equates to less than one
12 ounce can of a sugared soda or one flavored
coffee drink.

Nutrition Facts
8 servings per container
Serving size
2/3 cup (55g)
Amount per serving

230

Calories

% Daily Value*

Total Fat 8g

10%

Saturated Fat 1g

5%

Cholesterol 0mg
Sodium 160mg

0%

Trans Fat 0g

Total Carbohydrate 37g
Dietary Fiber 4g

7%
13%
14%

Total Sugars 12g
Includes 10g Added Sugars
Protein 3g

20%

Vitamin D 2mcg

10%

Iron 8mg

45%

Calcium 260mg

Potassium 235mg

20%
6%

* The % Daily Value (DV) tells you how much a nutrient in
a serving of food contributes to a daily diet. 2,000 calories
a day is used for general nutrition advice.

91ST ANNUAL MEETING
November 6 – 9, 2016

Grand Hyatt Kauai Resort and Spa | Kauai, Hawaii

WATER, IMMIGRATION,
the INCOMING PRESIDENT
and AGRICULTURE
For more information or to register, visit

www.wga.com/cg2016

or contact Cheryl Hall at 949.885.2268 or CHall@wga.com.
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G OLF
educated stroke. The “education” occurs when a
player examines the slope, or break in a green
and ground conditions that may affect the
speed (moisture, firmness, time of day) and
uses the information to determine how the
ball will react. This may sound like a wealth of
information, but can be done in a matter of a
few seconds with some practice.

Considering that the putter
is the one club in the bag that is
going to be used every hole, it’s
shocking the lack of effort that
is placed on making more putts!

The Power of Putting
BY MAT T PRIDEY

“Putting is a fascinating, aggravating,
wonderful, terrible and almost
incomprehensible part of golf.”
- Arnold Palmer

Y

ou often hear teaching and playing
professionals alike reiterating the
importance of putting, relative to
shooting low scores. With that in mind, why is
it so hard for the vast majority of golfers to put
an emphasis on putting in their practice? The
feeling of a drive piped down the middle or the
reward of the well-struck golf shot seemingly
trump the importance of a well-holed putt.
Considering that the putter is the one club in
the bag that is going to be used every hole, it’s
shocking the lack of effort that is placed on
making more putts!
If the average number of putts relative to par
per hole is two, that means that in an average
18 hole round of golf on a Par 72 course, HALF
of the strokes made are putts. It seems like a
simple enough answer to the scoring woes of
the amateur and pro golfer alike.

THE BASICS
The basic fundamental keys to any good
putting stroke are setup, aim, and speed
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control. Creating a balanced setup (shoulders
square, eyes over the ball, ball position front of
center) allows for a consistent stroke. Once in
the proper setup, it’s important to release the
tension in your shoulders, arms and hands to
allow for a free moving stroke. On a scale from
one to ten, pressure in your grip should be
roughly a three. This will increase feel and allow
for a more fluid motion in the stroke, which
leads to better speed control and more
made putts.
Arguably more important than setup is the
ability to aim the putter consistently and hit
the ball with the appropriate speed. Putting the
ball with the proper speed means the ball will
stay on the intended line longer and lead to
less pressure packed putts to save par. The next
time you tee it up make a conscious effort to hit
putts with PGA Tour quality speed and you will
likely see more putts fall.
Focus on great speed, not a great stroke!

DEVELOP A ROUTINE
Take a moment to study the putting styles
of some of the greatest of all time: Nicklaus,
Palmer, Snead, Woods... It is fairly evident that
there is not one way to make putts. Each player
develops a routine that is designed just for him
or her and allows them to make a confident,

Creating a routine that is disciplined enough
to take in the necessary information on every
green is crucial to consistent putting. Too many
players walk up to a putt and stroke it expecting
a good result without getting educated!
Develop a consistent routine on the greens that
is effective for you and you will start to hole
more putts.
The putter is the one club that you use every
hole. Learn to love it! CG

DRILLS
RIGHT HAND ONLY
Stroke putts using only your right hand.
This will increase feel and awareness of
the club head through the stroke as well
as improved tempo.

EYES CLOSED
Hitting putts with your eyes closed allows
for a free flowing stroke and less tension.

TWO TEE DRILL
Aim the putter at the desired line and
put tees in the ground at the heel and
toe of the putter. Hit putts with a ball
placed between the tees to improve aim
and path of the stroke.

FALL IS
DELICIOUS
SCHEIDVINEYARDS.COM

COME AND TASTE FOR YOURSELF

Carmel-by-the-Sea

S an Car los & 7t h
Pou r ing f r om 12 n oon D a ily
831.626.W I N E (9 4 6 3 )
Estate Winery

1972 Hobs on Ave., Green field
Pou r ing f r om 11 a m D a ily
831.386.0316

®

www.grimmway.com
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VI N E

Mark Pisoni
Family, Fields and Farming
BY L AURA NESS

M

ark Pisoni has been farming the
fields around his domicile in
Gonzales since he was a small
child. Like his father before him, and his
grandfather and uncle before that, his children
are now getting into the act. Says Mark, “It’s
that free family labor! It’s good, though. You
learn a great work ethic and you find out
firsthand what all the guys and gals out in the
fields have to do every day.”
A new generation may be coming on
board soon. Mark and his wife, Quinn’s,
children, Davis, and Avery Ann, help with the
family garden plot, where corn, beans, beets
and tomatoes are thriving. Avery Ann just
celebrated her 5th birthday earlier this year
with a garden-themed party in the backyard,
where her friends were given pumpkin seeds
to plant and individually named stakes to
mark their plots. Later this fall, they will have a
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friendly competition for Halloween. Says Mark,
“It’s a great way to get them connected to the
land and where their food comes from.”
Mark reflects back on how fortunate he was
to spend so much time with his grandfather,
Eddie Pisoni, after he finished his schooling
at UC Davis and Cornell. “I was lucky I got to
spend a lot of time with my grandfather, riding
around in his truck, sharing life experiences. My
Granddad loved his ranches and spending time
on them. I got to see how much he cared about
those farms.”
He reflects back on how his Dad, Gary,
helped expand his own father’s love of row
crop farming into the new world of vine rows
and viticulture. “Every day, I see what my
grandfather started. I love what he passed
on to my dad and then to me and my
brother, Jeff.” Jeff serves as winemaker for
the Lucia and Pisoni brands.

That love is evident in the enthusiasm Mark
exudes when talking about his life. His feet are
literally in the dirt of the broccoli, asparagus
and lettuce fields every day, and they are just
as likely to be in the vineyards above the
valley in the Santa Lucia Highlands as well.
He farms 500 vegetable acres and about 125
vineyard acres including the Garys’, Pisoni and
Soberanes Vineyards.
“Being in both the vegetable and grape
worlds every day, I am constantly learning
different things. With the drought, we’re
implementing new technologies to help us
manage water more effectively in both. We’re
using much less water and we are producing
better crops.”
He remarks how different the goals of the
two worlds are, and yet, how they are the same.
“In vegetables, you’re looking for the maximum
crop yield, while in grapes, you’re looking
for the highest quality, which usually means
lower quantity.”
With the increasing emphasis on food safety,
Pisoni says that in the last 10 years, there
has been keen emphasis on growing healthy
produce using fewer inputs. In particular,
they’ve reduced the use of Nitrogen.
One of the upsides of being in viticulture
is the opportunity to work with a set of
loyal customers with whom he’s developed
longstanding relationships. New relationships
like Bruliam and Twomey, are constant
reminders of the fascinating allure of the wine
world. He’s even working with several athletes
who have started new labels, including Patine, a
hockey player for the California Kings, and Red

“My Granddad loved his ranches
and spending time on them. I got
to see how much he cared about
those farms.”
Stitch, a couple of professional baseball players.
Says Pisoni, “These people are so successful,
intense and focused. They transfer that drive to
their new vocation. For them, it’s not a hobby.
They come out in the middle of the night to
harvest! I get so excited about my job, because

I get to help people connect to agriculture
constantly.”
Having a lasting tribute to those from whom
he learned his life’s work became one of his
new passions last year, with the Breschini
Ranch barn mural project. Local Monterey
County-based artist, John Cerney, famous
for his larger than life depictions of people in
agriculture along local freeways throughout
California and the Midwest, approached

“Being in both the vegetable
and grape worlds every day,
I am constantly learning
different things.”

1910, when it was built to accommodate
housing for horses and farm equipment on
what was a dairy and alfalfa farm. Elvezio
Breschini, a Swiss immigrant, purchased the
farm in 1909, for $250 per acre and 70 cows.
In 1952, Eddie and his wife Jane (Breschini),
founded Pisoni Farms, from a portion of the
Breschini farm, which was owned by Jane’s
family. Both Eddie and “Saw” were WWII
veterans, and all three of them were avid
hunters. Jane makes some of the best venison
and boar sausage you’ll ever taste.
Almost everybody knows the legend of what
happened next, how Gary Pisoni expanded
the family’s agricultural reach from lettuce to
grapevines. It was 34 years ago, in 1982, that
Gary established the 40-acre Pisoni Vineyard,
which has become renowned for premium
Santa Lucia Highlands Pinot Noir, Chardonnay
and Syrah. It has been named one of the
world’s 10 best vineyards by Wine & Spirits and
called one of “America’s Grand Crus” by Wine
Enthusiast.
Later, in 1997, the 50-acre Garys’ Vineyard
was established in partnership with Gary
Franscioni, and in 2007, the families
collaborated once again to plant the 35-acre
Soberanes Vineyard on a plot of land adjacent
to Garys’ that is leased from the Bianchi family.

Today, the Pisoni’s sell fruit from these three
vineyards to a handful of preeminent wineries,
keeping between 20 – 25 percent of the crop for
their own Lucia and Pisoni brands.
Says Mark, “I really like working with other

Like so many others in the
field, he’s a living example of
that fundamental work ethic
passed down from generation to
generation with pride.
wineries. We have good partnerships with
these folks that have lasted for decades. We
are focused on doing things right. It goes back
to my grandfather who instilled in me the
importance of being honest and to always do
the right things.”
He continues doing the right things every
day, because that’s what a farmer does. Like so
many others in the field, he’s a living example
of that fundamental work ethic passed down
from generation to generation with pride. He’s
lucky he gets to do it with his grandfather and
great uncle still by his side, inspiring
and encouraging him as they smile down from
the old barn. CG

his great uncle, 95-year-old Elvezio “Saw”
Breschini, saying, “You have this really cool
barn. I’d like to paint it.”
Pisoni thought it would be great to have the
likenesses of his late grandfather, Eddie, and
his great uncle painted on the old barn. “Here
are two guys who spent their entire lives on
the ranch. I got more excited about the idea as
it developed. We are preserving California Ag
history here!”
The barn mural turned out to be the largest
undertaking that Cerney has done to date, with
almost 1,100 individually painted panels. The
mural, which depicts Eddie and “Saw”, is visible
while driving south on Highway 101 before
reaching Gonzales.
The Breschini barn dates back to around

Clockwise: Mark in front of the vineyards.
Pisoni Vineyards. Lucia 2014 Soberanes
Vineyard Chardonnay.
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GARDEN

For the Love of Persimmons
BY STEVE MCSHANE

T

here is a growing excitement for an
exotic, easy to grow treat here along
the Central Coast: The Persimmon.
Native to mostly Asia, these beautiful fruit are
both healthy and versatile. Better yet, the tree
is gorgeous. This short segment will introduce
you to this unique fruit, tips on success, and
application.
My focus here is on the Asian varieties of
persimmon. They are the most common and
most celebrated. They were introduced to
North America more than one hundred years
ago and are famous for their bright orange
color when ripe.
Persimmons are commonly found conical
in shape (Hychia) or more pumpkin in shape
(Fuyu). The mature trees reach 25 feet and
do not suffer from a great number of pests or
disease. The trees lose their leaves with great
fanfare in the fall. The colors range from bright
yellows to rich orange and red. For real fruit
aficionados, I recommend the “Coffee Cake”
or “Chocolate” persimmon varieties. While a
pollinator is recommended, the taste of these
varieties is AMAZING.
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When it comes to raising persimmons, life
could not be easier. I have one in my front yard
and it requires little pruning, no spraying and
has a beautiful shape to it. As with most fruit
trees, decent drainage combined with a high
quality planting mix will set you up right. I
recommend a stake if you’re in a windy area.
The Hychia (conical) variety is highly
astringent when picked and when ripe the
skin is avoided for this reason. It is excellent for
cooking. The Fuyu (pumpkin shaped) variety
does not have the astringency and can be eaten
fresh like an apple. They are also wonderful
dried. In fact, the Hychia, when peeled, are
hung from eves of houses in Japan until dried.
It’s a delicacy called “Hoshigaki.” It’s worth
looking into.
I’m such a fanatic for edible landscaping,
especially here along the Central Coast,
because we have so many options. I hope
you’ll consider the beauty and practicality of a
persimmon tree in your landscape. Your local
independent nursery will have a nice selection
and the advice for success. CG

STEVE’S DRIED PERSIMMONS
INGREDIENTS
Persimmons!

DIRECTIONS
This recipe is for oven drying. It is always
best to begin by peeling the fruit. Rinse,
slice to 1/4 inches thick and arrange the
fruit on cooling racks over foil wrapped
cookie sheets. It’s important to spread
the fruit out and make sure they are not
touching one another. You will want to bake
them on the lowest setting your oven will
allow. Once they are cooking, you will want
to turn them occasionally. When the edges
are crisp and the center leathery, you’re
done. It usually takes about eight hours.
Once the slices have cooled, store them
in airtight containers. For longer storage,
consider the refrigerator or even the freezer.
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RECIPE

Award Winning
Sweet Potato Cinnamon Rolls
COURTESY OF CHEF KEN SKINNER , GREEN GIANT
PREP TIME: 55 MINUTES
START TO FINISH: 3 HOURS 50 MINUTES

ROLL DOUGH
5 1/2 cups fresh diced sweet potatoes
(such as Green Giant)
1/2 cup warm water (about 105°F)
2 Tbsp granulated sugar
1 Tbsp active dry yeast (1 1/2 packages)
1/2 cup unsalted butter
2 eggs
1 tsp salt
4 1/2 to 5 1/4 cups all-purpose flour
1 Tbsp olive oil
FILLING
2 cups fresh diced sweet potatoes
1 cup packed brown sugar
1/4 cup all-purpose flour
2 Tbsp cinnamon
1/4 tsp nutmeg
1/2 cup unsalted butter, softened
ICING
2 cups powdered sugar
1/2 cup unsalted butter, melted
2 Tbsp milk
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1.

In microwavable bowl, place 5 1/2 cups of
the sweet potatoes (reserve remaining sweet
potatoes for filling). Cover; microwave on
High 5-7 minutes or until fork tender.
2.
Meanwhile, in large bowl, mix water,
granulated sugar and yeast. Let stand about
10 minutes or until yeast is dissolved and
mixture begins to foam.
3.
Mashcookedsweetpotatoeswith1/2cup
butter until smooth. Stir in eggs, salt and 1
cup of the flour; mix well.
4.
Addsweetpotatomixturetoyeastmixture,
using paddle and medium speed; mix 2
minutes. Add 3 1/4 cups of the flour, about 1
cup at a time, beating well after each addition.
Dough will be sticky. Place dough on floured
surface. Knead 2-3 minutes, kneading in as
much of the flour as needed, until dough is
smooth and springy. Grease large bowl with
olive oil. Place dough in bowl, turning dough
to grease all sides. Cover bowl loosely with

plastic wrap; let rise in warm place about 1
hour 30 minutes or until dough has doubled
in size. Dough is ready if indentation remains
when touched.
Meanwhile,placereservedsweetpotatoesin
5.
food processor with metal blade. Cover; pulse
5-6 times or until sweet potatoes are finely
chopped. Add brown sugar, 1/4 cup flour, the
cinnamon and nutmeg; pulse 3-4 times or
until well combined. Cut 1/2 cup butter into
8 pieces, and add to food processor; pulse 2-3
times or until well combined. Set aside.
6.
Heatovento375°F.Greasebottomandsides
of 13x9-inch pan with butter, shortening or
cooking spray.
Gentlypushfistintodoughtodeflate.Flatten
7.
dough with hands or rolling pin into 20x16inch rectangle on lightly floured surface.
Spread filling evenly over dough. Roll
rectangle up tightly, beginning at 20-inch
side. Pinch edge of dough into a roll to seal.
With fingers, shape until even, and stretch to
form 24-inch log. With serrated knife, cut into
12 (2-inch) slices.
8.
Place slices slightly apart in pan. Cover
loosely with plastic wrap; let rise in warm
place about 45 minutes or until dough has
doubled in size. Bake 30-35 minutes or until
golden brown. Meanwhile, in medium bowl,
mix Icing ingredients, thinning with milk
as necessary. Cool rolls in pan 5 minutes;
remove from pan. Spread with icing.
12 ROLLS

KEN SKINNER
Ken Skinner, affectionately known as “Chef
Ken,” began his culinary career at the young
age of eight cooking alongside his mother.
Watching famed chefs Julia Child and Jaques
Pepin on television piqued an insatiable
curiosity in Ken, and desire to learn all things
gastronomy. After graduating from the Culinary
Academy, Ken honed his skills at restaurants
in the Salinas area for several years. After a
decade as Executive Chef at PortaBella & Merlot
Bistro restaurants in Carmel-by-the-sea—Ken
became Executive Chef with Portabello’s Café
& Catering in 2016. Additionally, Ken has been
the Chef for Green Giant™ Fresh since 2011.

2016

Monterey County
Small Business of the Year!
Awarded by the Monterey County
Business Council

TANIMURA & ANTLE
SPRECKELS CROSSING

“We are proud to have been entrusted with the lead roll in design and
construction for the Tanimura & Antle Spreckels Crossing Housing.”
-Mike Avila, Principal and CFO, Avila Construction

G E N E R AT I O N S O F

R E T H I N K . R E B U I L D . R E N E W.
(831) 372-5580 | www.avilaconst.com | 12 Thomas Owens Way, Ste 200, Monterey
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COMMUNITY

Tanimura & Antle’s New Employee
Housing is Officially Open!

T

his past July, Tanimura & Antle hosted a ceremonial
ribbon cutting in recognition of the completion of the
Tanimura & Antle Agricultural Employee Housing
Project, Spreckels Crossing, for which they received a Certificate
of Recognition from the California Legislature Assembly and a
Certificate of Recognition from the State of California Senate.
Several employees, friends and press joined the Tanimura &
Antle families as they cut the ribbon, officially opening Spreckles
Crossing. In addition to hosting a lunch after the ribbon cutting,
Tanimura & Antle employees offered guided tours of the
apartments and communal living areas.
The employee-only residential housing complex consists
of 100, two-bedroom, two-bathroom units with the capacity
to accommodate up to eight employees per unit. Though if
preferred, they have the option to rent a room with fewer
occupants. Each apartment is provided to employees fully
furnished including an on-site store and lounge with access to
computers, laundry room, recreation room, baseball and soccer
fields, and communal barbeque and picnic areas.
The project’s goal is to provide an affordable, safe, and
comfortable housing option for the company’s seasonal
employees and to address the labor shortage impacting Monterey
County. The first residents of Spreckels Crossing moved in for the
2016 Salinas harvest season this past April.
In a press release, CEO and President, Rick Antle stated,
“Spreckels Crossing is a true testament to what can be
accomplished when business and local government work
together in cooperation. Rarely does one have the opportunity
to improve the community as this project has. Not only have we
addressed the critical affordable housing need of our community,
we have changed lives.”

1

2

3

1. Welcome to Spreckles Crossing.
2. Rick Antle and Tommy Tanimura about to cut the ribbon.
3. Inside one of the apartments at Spreckles Crossing.
4. (l to r) Jeannie Tanimura, Tonya Antle, Rick Antle,
Tommy Tanimura, June Tanimura, Brian Antle,
Caitlin Antle Wilson, Keith Tanimura, Jeff Antle.
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C O M M U NIT Y

2016 California Rodeo Salinas

T

he 2016 California Rodeo Salinas kicked off with the
carnival, parades and more! Big Week included a sold
out Professional Bull Riding, the first ever Committee
Appreciation Night with over 900 people in attendance, and the
four days of Rodeo, July 21st through 24th, with almost 60,000
people attending. Those folks were treated to motorcycle action,
the Ehcapa Bareback Riders, professional rodeo competition and
more. Though attendance was slightly down over the four days,
by just 1.1 percent following a large increase in 2015, concessions
were up, therefore charitable donations are also up this year! The
fans that attended were spending money and making the most of
their time at the Rodeo.
The week was full of highlights, including the 2016 Miss
California Rodeo Salinas, Megan Ford from Hollister, being
named, a tour for over 100 YMCA children from all over Monterey
County, a visit by the Professional Rodeo Cowboys Association’s
Commissioner Karl Stressman and a partnership with
Bullfighters Only during our Freestyle Bullfights. Friday night
featured 11 mascots from local produce companies bouncing
down the track on inflatable horses with Church Brothers’
Lettuce Maximus taking home the title in that unique race.
On Saturday, the Pickup Men wore blue to support our Police
Officers. Sunday was the day of champions with buckles and
awards being distributed to cowboys and cowgirls who posted
the top scores and fastest times.
Over 200 sponsors supported the California Rodeo Salinas,
making it possible for the organization to give back over
$400,000 to non profits through ticket donations, fundraising
opportunities and other events throughout the year. The Rodeo’s
website, www.carodeo.com, is a great place to learn about what the
Rodeo does and other events that are held at the Salinas Sports
Complex throughout the year, like the upcoming Central Coast
Motorsports Spectacular on October 2nd and the “Toast to the
Tatas” event on October 13th.

1. 2015 Donations (Photos courtesy of Interface Visual).
2. Ehcapa Bareback Riders (Photo courtesy of Richard Field Levine).
3. Saddle Bronc Champ Rusty Wright (Photo courtesy of Interface Visual).
4. Bull Riding (Photo courtesy of Phil Doyle).
5. Blue for Cops (Photo courtesy of Phil Doyle).
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The 6th Annual Salinas Valley Food
and Wine Festival
KICKOFF PARTY
The 6th Annual Salinas Valley Food & Wine Festival kicked off August 12th,
with a bigger and better wine, beer and food exposition on Gabilan Street
in Oldtown Salinas. The evening event ran from 5-8 PM and included food
sampling from Mann Packing, T&A, Growers Express and Taylor Farms.
Vince Ciolino, Heather Brand and Dan McDonnal led efforts to bring
some exceptional wines into four shops on Gabilan Street. Matt Collins,
Jacob Abramson and Chris Stark presented more than fifty home brews for
sampling. Thanks to Growers Ice and Fresh From D’Vine, everything stayed
cool. Tickets sold out for the event and revelers cannot wait for the 7th

1

Annual Kickoff event next year.

WINEMAKER GALA
This year’s Winemaker Gala at the Steinbeck House Restaurant, part of the
Salinas Valley Food and Wine Festival, was an incredible, sold out success.
Reserve wines from Hahn were presented by winemaker Paul Clifton. Five
courses of exceptional cuisine were paired beautifully with some rare and
unusual vintages. Chef Augustin Rodriguez created a ribeye steak even
the Swiss Rifle Club would approve of. One of the most popular pairings
was the “John Steinbeck Inspired” wasabi deviled eggs paired with Hahn’s
limited release 2014 White Cuvee. More than 60 people attended the event
and are already excited for next year.

MAIN EVENT
2

The 6th annual Salinas Valley Food and Wine Festival saw record breaking
attendance, fundraising and food, wine and spirits. More than 15,000
people joined for this year’s six block extravaganza in Oldtown Salinas.
Improvements to the 2016 event included a beer garden in the Taylor
Building Courtyard along with a DJ and outdoor tasting venue at the
intersection of Alisal and Main Street. The event was moved from October
to August at the request of event supporters and local agriculture. As a
result, participation was stronger than ever. Next year’s event is August
12th, 2017. More information can be found at
www.salinasvalleyfoodandwine.com.
3
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1. Bill Austin of Mid Life Crisis Wines & Vince Ciolino of Zeph’s present guests with wine.
2. Chef Augustin Rodriguez of the Steinbeck House accompanied by his server-volunteer team.
3. Event Chair Rosemary Soto joined by Past-Chair Jessica McKillip and Festival Founder, Steve McShane.
4. Festival goers take a break from enjoying wine inside Urban Farmhouse on Gabilan Street.
5. Laura Lee Azevedo of Hahn Wines shares stories with winemaker dinner guests.
6. The view from the VIP patio at the Steinbeck Center.
7. Rose and Dave Clark of Salinas enjoy the 2016 Winemaker Dinner.
8. De Tierra Winery opens a bottle for Cliff and Christine Greenberg of Salinas.
9. Winners of the 2016 Food and Wine Festival “Home Brew” Competition.
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Tribute Mural of Eddie Pisoni
and Elvezio “Saw” Breschini
PHOTOS COURTESY OF RICHARD GREEN PHOTOGRAPHY

T

he Tribute Mural of the late Eddie Pisoni and 97-year-old
Elvezio “Saw” Breschini gradually emerged on the old
barn of the Breschini Ranch. Consisting of almost 1,100
individually painted panels, (the largest installation of Monterey
County-based artist John Cerney), it can be seen while driving
south on Highway 101 before reaching Gonzales, California.
The multi-purpose barn was built circa 1910, most likely as
a companion structure for horses and farm equipment to the
larger, longer dairy barn on the ranch. Swiss immigrant Bernardo
Breschini purchased the property in October 1909 for $250 per
acre and 70 cows. Transformed from a dairy and alfalfa operation
to row crops, the Breschini Ranch remains in the family.
In 1952, Pisoni and his wife Jane founded Pisoni Farms,
growing lettuce, onions, sugar beets, tomatoes, small white
beans, broccoli and cauliflower on the Breschini Ranch owned
by Jane’s family. While Jane managed the office and handled the
accounting, her brother “Saw” helped farm the land, driving the
1940 Farmall 300 tractor, depicted in the mural, up and down the
fertile fields for more than 50 years. Both Eddie and “Saw” were
WWII veterans, and all three of them were avid hunters
Gradually Pisoni Farms expanded from growing 176 acres of
quality vegetables to an operation that includes Pisoni Vineyards,
located in the Santa Lucia Highlands and renowned for its
premium Pinot Noir, Chardonnay and Syrah.
Almost every day until his death in 2008, Eddie Pisoni headed
to the fields and vineyards with his grandson, Mark Pisoni, the
third generation of Pisoni Farms to farm the land.
“My grandfather loved farming and loved this ranch. I look
at the mural every day and think of him on the side of that barn,
looking over his fields. I hope that he would be proud of the job
we are doing,” Mark Pisoni said.

1. Pisoni/Breschini Barn featuring Eddie Pisoni and Elvezio 		
“Saw” Breschini.
2. 97-year-old Elvezio “Saw” Breschini with his children
(l to r) Alice Hitchcock, Les Breschini, Linda Stockwell.
3. Elvezio “Saw” Breschini, Gary Pisoni and Jane Pisoni.
4. John Cerney, the artist.
5. Kate Hitchcock & Jason Hitchcock, two of many grandchidlren
of Elvezio “Saw” Breschini.
6. Pisoni/Breschini Family.
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Thank you

SPONSORS

ALL-AROUND GRAND CHAMPION SPONSORS

• Coors
• Jack in the Box

• Pendleton Whisky
• Wrangler

GRAND CHAMPION SPONSORS
• KCBA FOX 35
• RDO Equipment Co. /
• Taylor Farms
• Mission Linen &
RDO Water
• Univision KSMS & Unimas
Uniform Supply
• Republic Services of Salinas • Wells Fargo
• Smith Family Wines
GOLD CHAMPION SPONSORS
• Central Coast Sign Factory
• KION/CW/TELEMUNDO

• Laurel Inn Motel
& Conference Center
• Rabobank

CHAMPION SPONSORS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ace High Designs
Alco Water Company
Azteca 43 KMCE-TV
Boot Barn
Braga Fresh Family Farms
California Towing
Casa Sorrento/Hacienda
Mexican Grill
Church Brothers
Coca Cola
Comcast Spotlight
Crop Production Services
Dataflow Business Systems
Earthbound Farm Organic
Enza Zaden
Famous Dave’s
Farm Credit

MAJOR SPONSORS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1st Capital Bank
A & O Pharmacies
American Door & Gates
Artistic Hang Ups
Artistic Shower Glass and Door
Barlocker Insurance Services
Bengard Ranches
Best Buy
Black Bear Diner
Boutonnet & Ocean Mist Farms
Brent Eastman Insurance Services
Bunker & Sons
C&N Tractors
Cal Coast Machinery
Central Coast Cooling LLC
Christensen & Giannini
Coastal Grower
Coastal Tractor
Comgro Soil Amendments, Inc
D & M Traffic Services, Inc
Dandy Cooling Company, LLC
Denham Plastics/Bin Dr/Orbis
Dole Fresh Vegetables
Don Chapin Company

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Ram Rodeo
• Tanimura & Antle

Fresh Express
Golz Construction, Inc
Granite Construction
Home Depot
Jefferson Farms
Jenkinson Construction
Justin Boots
KHIP 104.3 FM
KION 1460 AM & KOCN 105.1
KLOK TriColor
KOTR MY 11 TV
KPIG & 101.7 The Beach
KPRC La Preciosa
KSES Jose
KTOM 92.7FM
KWAV 96.9 FM
McCormick & Co. Inc/Stubbs
Legendary Bar-B-Q

• Drew Massa Transportation
• El Sol
• Faithful Fans of the
3rd Week of July
• Foothill Packing
• Germains Seed Technology
• Glamour Glow Tanning
• Green Valley Farm Supply
• GreenGate Fresh
• Grower’s Pub
• Holiday Inn Express & Suites
• KDON 102.5FM
• KSEA La Campesina 107.9
• La Plaza Bakery
• Landsberg Orora
• Laughton’s Cabinet
• Livewire Information Systems
• McDonald’s - Raymond Costa
• McSherry & Hudson Insurance
& Risk Management
• Mike Storm Family
• Montana Silversmiths
• Monterey Peninsula
Surgery Centers, LLC

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

McDonald’s
Monterey Herald
Naturipe Berry Growers
Producers Dairy
Quinn Rentals
Safeway
Salinas Californian
Salinas Valley Memorial Hospital
Sturdy Oil
Toni Michelle-Salon
Valley Fabrication
Vista Verde Labor
Wolfhouse Radio GroupKMJV & KRAY
• Wolfhouse Radio GroupKTGE & KEXA

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

RODEO 2016
SPONSORS

Monterey Signs
My Cars
Natividad Medical Center
Outback Steakhouse
Pacific Ag Rentals
Pioneer Cleaning Supplies
Produce Alliance
RC Farms
RJS Farms
Salad Shoppe
Salinas Pump Company
Salinas Valley Tire
Sam Ruiz Painting
Save On Cleaners
SILKE Communications
Sonja Giovanetti Consulting
The Jim & Sally Martins Family
The Nunes Company
Tricord Tradeshow Services, Inc.
TS&L Seeds
Twisted Roots

• Valley Pacific Petroleum Services
• Valley Trophy and Detectors
• Western Harvesting

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 Star Lettuce
Amanda M deDampierre
American Farms
Ausonio Company
Bank of America
Butch & Vivien Lindley
California Water Service
Casillas Transportation
Central Valley Seeds, Inc.
Cisne Family
Coastal States Insurance
D’Arrigo Bros. Co., of California
DeeDee Nucci
Duda Farm Fresh Foods
EBX Logistics
Farm Fresh Deli & Café
G & R Fabrication
Growers Container Co
Hayashi Wayland
Henry Hibino Farms, LLC
Hilltown Packing
ID Concepts
IDC Irrigation Design and Construction
Jim Martins
Joe Gunter Investigations
Joseph J. Massolo
Keithly-Williams Seeds
K-Lift Services Co., Inc.
L.A. Hearne Company
Mansmith Barbeque
Massolo Brothers, Inc
McShane’s Nursery & Landscaping Supply
Monterey Regional Airport
Moresco Farms
Muzzi Family Farms
NewStar Fresh Food
Nielsen Properties/Fowler Ranch
Noland, Hamerly, Etienne & Hoss
Oil Can Henry’s
Pacific International Marketing
Pacific Valley Bank
Pan American Insurance Agency
Pape Rents
Pezzini Berry Farms
PODS
Quinn Company
Quintes
Radicle Seed Company
Rehrig Pacific Company
River Fresh Farms/Zephs Wine Stop
Rossi Bros Tire & Auto Service
Sabor Farms
Salinas Sports Tavern
Sambrailo Packaging
Sandy Shaffer
Sconberg Ranch
Scudder Roofing & Solar
Smokey Key Service
Snow Seed Organic
Star Market
Star Sanitation
Star Shopping Center
Steinbeck Equine
Super Sales Auto Accessories
Takii Seed
The Tree Man
Tom & Terry Pettitt
Tri County Flooring
Union Bank
Valley Pallet
Vegetable Growers Supply
Wawona Frozen Foods
Yeti Coolers

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR
JULY 20-23, 2017
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UnitedAg AEF Scholarship Program

S

ixteen years ago, UnitedAg founded the Agribusiness Education
Foundation (AEF), a little known non-profit §501(c)(3) charitable
foundation, with the purpose of helping members, employees
of members and their families. The goal was to open opportunities to
educational and future success for students in need and passionate in
their pursuit of an ongoing education. Since its inception, UnitedAg has
awarded $1.1 million in scholarship support to over 580 students. A proud
achievement and one that the UnitedAg team holds close to their hearts.
This year, 80 scholarships were awarded with students chosen from
several counties including, Ventura, Monterey, San Diego, Fresno, and
Santa Barbara. UnitedAg awarded freshmen, sophomores, juniors,
seniors and graduate students a total amount of $107,500 this year.
All applicants are chosen from United Ag’s 650 membership base.
Scholarship amounts range from $500 up to a maximum of $6000, in
hopes of providing students with assistance in covering important costs
of education.
Luncheons were held in each county, bringing together scholarship
winners, families, board members and UnitedAg’s team. Applicants
expressed heartfelt gratitude and thanks to UnitedAg for the continued
support in their education efforts.
UnitedAg’s Scholarship Committee provided recommendations for
scholarship consideration on the basis of academic merit. The Scholarship
Committee oversees the process. Donations and funds are collected
yearly via fundraisers and events such as the Annual Golf Tournament,
AEF Walk-A-thon, silent auctions, and UnitedAg’s Annual Conference.
UnitedAg’s President and CEO Kirti Mutatkar attended several of
the Luncheons and expressed how important and deeply connected
the AEF Scholarship program is to the organization. With the 20162017 scholarship program opening for submission in October 2016, the
UnitedAg team is excited and looking forward to announcing the 2017
winners next year.
For more information, please contact UnitedAg marketing team
at marketing@unitedag.org or visit the website at unitedag.org in the
Education & Youth section.

1. Riverside Luncheon (l to r) Clare Marie Einsmann (UnitedAg Executive VP),
Jack Boyd (Saphire Ranch and UnitedAg Scholarship Committee member),
Carol Johnson, Corey Johnson (scholarship recipient) and Miguel Ceja
(President of Agfume).
2. Salinas Luncheon (l to r) President & CEO Kirti Mutatker, Craig Waite
(Owner of Growers Container Co.), Daniel Powell (scholarship recipient)
and Paul Powell (UnitedAg Board of Trustee/Director of Finance and
Administration).
1. Oxnard
Casino Luncheon
Night Guests
Steve
and Leslie
Bernal
(right)
3.
(l to with
r) Jerry
Pogorzelski
(Board
of Director),
enjoying
the
fun
event.
Oswaldo M. Pacheco Trinidad (scholarship winner), Board Chairman
2. Chris Vollering
Benamati,
Zomoria
Cherry Hartman.
Anthony
& Margarita
Glenn Miller
(Board and
of Trustee).
3. Fresno
JoanneLuncheon
Taylor Johnson
Jim
Fanoe.(Owner of Nichols Farms),
4.
(l to r) and
Chuck
Nichols
Celeste
Arguetaand
(scholarship
recipient), Kirti Mutatkar (President & CEO
4. Dr. Willard
Michelle Lewallen.
wof
& Tom
Amaro
(Owner
& President
Pacific Ag Consulting).
5. (lUnitedAg)
to r) South
County
Casino
Night
Staff AnneofBranch,
Esperanza Martinez, Matt Huerta, Gus Palacious,
Mark Bruszer with Students Yesenia Lopez, Courtney Irwin
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A Farr-Reaching Legacy:
Monterey County’s Ag Land Trust

O

n May 27, 2016, Monterey County’s Ag Land Trust,
in partnership with American Farmland Trust (AFT),
hosted an event at Salinas’ Corral De Tierra Country
Club to honor Congressman Sam Farr’s decades-long legacy of
helping to protect the Central Coast’s irreplaceable farm
and ranch land.
At the event titled, “A Farr-Reaching Legacy,” Ag Land Trust
Vice President David Gill welcomed guests and spoke about
his personal commitment to farmland conservation. John Laird,
California Secretary for Natural Resources, gave the keynote
address of the evening discussing how California has become a
nationwide leader in state-wide efforts to protect farmland. After
being presented with awards by Ag Land Trust president Aaron
Johnson and AFT president Ralph Grossi, Congressman Farr
himself gave a speech.
Farr credited the agricultural industry in Monterey County
with protecting the scenery that so many tourists come to the
Monterey Bay to see.
“With all these amenities, why did Monterey County and
Monterey Bay not become a sprawled-out Los Angeles?” asked
Rep. Farr. “It was the land. This land was producing the economy
of early California. Agriculture saved the scenery of this area.”
He went on to say that we must continue to work to protect
agriculture’s economic viability in the face of relentless threats
and challenges.
The evening, which was sponsored by Driscoll’s and Rio
Farms, offered stunning views, delicious food prepared by Chef
William Bennet with local produce, and wines donated by
Scheid Vineyards, Pessagno Winery, and Caraccioli Cellars.
To learn more about farmland conservation efforts in
Monterey County and beyond, visit www.aglandtrust.org and
farmland.org/our-work/where-we-work/california.
1. Ag Land Trust president Aaron Johnson and American
Farmland Trust’s former president Ralph Grossi present Rep.
Farr with AFT’s “Champion of Farmland” award.
2. (l to r) Collette Darington, Virginia Jameson, and
Sherwood Darington celebrated a partnership between
Ag Land Trust and American Farmland Trust.
3. Ag Land Trust’s Heather Golden and Rio Farm’s
Jocelyn Bridson converse during the cocktail hour.
4. Secretary John Laird and David Gill.
5. Jim Bogart and Rep. Farr share a laugh during
the cocktail hour.
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You Manage Your Business.
We Manage Your Water.
COMMERCIAL SOLUTIONS
Commerical water purifier systems through Culligan are used for fresh
produce which include mists for shelf life hydration along with other
industrial and commercial water treatment options.
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Culligan brings together application engineering, innovative product and
technical service to reduce operating costs and improve customer experiences.
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WWW.CULLIGANQWE.COM
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831.755.0500
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Saturday, January 30

Turn Off Your Phone and Come to Dinner!
Unplug from the virtual world. Schooners invites you to reclaim time and enjoy an unhurried repast
of farm-fresh ingredients. Savor fresh seafood and simply prepared prime steaks (the best meat
speaks for itself). We have the recipe for a healthier, happier time out. Disconnect to reconnect.

FREE VALET

PARKING
76
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Reservations: 831-372-2628 | schoonersmonterey.com | Located at the Monterey Plaza Hotel & Spa

Broccoli by Sakata

ARE YOU

OPTIMIZING

YOUR
RESOURCES?
Take your resources further with industry-leading
Sakata broccoli! For decades, our extensive
research efforts have allowed growers to produce
superior quality broccoli. Premium products for
the west like Avenger, Centennial, Endurance
and Marathon are bred for superior yield potential
and plant uniformity to optimize your production.
To order, contact your preferred supplier.

Centennial Multi-use

Avenger Crown cut, processing

Heavy-headed with small beads. A remarkable performer with
Can be grown year round in
excellent holding ability.
Coastal California.

Marathon Multi-use

Endurance Crown cut / Short trim

High-yielding crown and processing variety with small,
refined beads and tight semi-domed heads.

sakatavegetables.com

© 2016 Sakata Seed America, Inc.

This industry standard delivers
outstanding results for freshmarket bunching, processing
and the increasingly popular
crown cut market.

24965 CORTE POCO
SALINAS, CA 93908
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